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SUMMARY 
In spite of the improved gamma spectrometer Performance afforded 
by the development of high resolution lithium-drifted germanium Ge(Li) 
deteetors, the problem of interference counts from Compton scattering 
remains. Since 1967 several investigators have reported suppression of 
Compton interference by the use of spectrometer Systems in which simul-
taneous gamma interactions must be observed in two or more electrically 
independent germanium volumes. The research described in this thesis is 
an investigation of multiple gamma scattering in finite germanium volumes 
as it pertains to the understanding, optimization, and evaluation of 
gamma spectroscopy concepts based on multiple scattering in Ge(Li) 
deteetors. 
A Monte Carlo Computer model was developed to provide the specific 
Information needed for the evaluation of multiple scattering Ge(Li) spec-
trometers, and the computed results were shown to correspond closely to 
the measured Performance of an experimental sum-coincidence Ge(Li) spec-
trometer, Calculations with the model show that a major fraction of all 
events in which the entire energy of the incident gamma is captured in-
volve more than one interaction, with three or more interactions being 
common. 
For the gamma energy ränge of 320 keV to 275̂ - keV, the Variation 
of füll energy peak efficiency and peak-to-Compton ratio is given for 
selected hypothetical deteetors as a funetion of external and internal 
detector geometry and of energy discrimination conditions. Below about 
Xlll 
300 keV, sum-coincidence spectrometers are not competitive with regulär 
Ge(Li) spectrometers of the same volume. Calculated and measured two-
parameter energy spectra for coincident events show that events repre-
senting the entire energy of the incident gamma are highly localized on 
the energy surface. Two-dimensional discrimination techniques on the 
energy surface appear to offer additional Compton interference reduction 
for «specific spectroscopy applications. 
A figure-of-merit for Compton interference reduction is defined 
and used as a basis for comparing the Performance of conventional Ge(Li) 
detectors to that of optimized sum-coincidence detectors and to the 
theoretical maximum Performance of Ge(Li) detectors which require mul-
tiple gamma scattering. For cylindrical Ge(Li) detectors of up to 2 cm 
in length and about 25 cm3 in volume, sum-coincidence Operation was cal-
culated to give an equivalent Compton suppression factor of about two. 
Only in random cases do spectrometers based on sum-coincidence Operation 
of two-region Ge(Li) detectors appear to offer superior gamma spectros-
copy capabilities over those offered by Ge(Li) spectrometers of 60 cm3 
or greater which accept all detected events. Poor relative efficiency 
is shown to be the major limitation to Compton interference reduction for 
sum-coincidence Systems. 
The füll energy peak efficiencies of all sum-coincidence Systems 
of this analysis are shown to be only minor fractions of the theoretical 
upper efficiency limits imposed by the requirement of multiple gamma 
scattering. Although selective efficiency improvements can be realized 
by special detector configurations, it appears that alternate methods of 
sensing the occurrence of multiple interactions within a Single Ge(Li) 
XIV 
volume have the potential for a more general and significant reduction 




The measurement of the energy and intensity of gammas by the use 
of semiconductor gamma spectrometers is obscured in many instances by 
the interference components from scattering events associated with inci-
dent gammas of higher energy, This report concerns the use of multiple 
gamma scattering phenomena in germanium as a means of minimizing this 
interference component. 
A primary motivation for the development of high resolution 
detectors has been the need for improved measurements of intensity of 
1 2 3 
each gamma component of complex multiple component spectra. ' ' In the 
basic research area, improvements in the capabilities for resolving in-
volved spectra are directly related to advancements in the study of 
h 5 
nuclear decay schemes, internal conversion coefficients, spin moments 
f\ i P\ 
by angular correlation techniques, ' Mössbauer transitions, and the 
9 
structure of mesonic atoms. For example, very complex decay schemes 
such as that of germanium-77 (67 gamma components in the energy ränge 
of 215 keV to 251*4- keV) have recently been resolved using semiconductor 
spectrometer Systems. 
In the applied area, a significant increase in the utility of 
activation analysis as a trace element measurement technique has been 
11 12 
afforded by developments in high resolution gamma spectroscopy* '' 
An important related problem is the study by direct instrumentation methods 
2 
13 
of the buildup of fission products in nuclear fuels. Extensive Chemi-
cal Separation techniques have been developed to separate out elements 
with large interference components in cases where direct instrumental 
analysis is not adequate.14 
The persistent demand for improved gamma spectrometer Performance 
has prompted the development and use of several new gamma measurement 
concepts since about 1950. Before 1950 the most widely used tool for 
2 
gamma measurements was the lead absorber which, according to Hollander, 
was distinguished by two characteristics: simplicity and poor results. 
15 In the early 1950's, the crystal diffraction spectrometer and 
16 
the external conversion magnetic spectrometer came into use for gamma 
* 
spectroscopy. The Mark I curved crystal spectrometer of DuMond had FWHM 
energy resolutions of approximately 0.3 keV and 20 keV at 100 keV and 
2 
1000 keV, respectively. In the external-conversion magnetic spectrometer 
the incident gamma beam produces photoelectrons as it interacts in a heavy 
element radiator-window into a magnetic beta spectrometer. The electron 
spectrum is then measured to give a precise indication of the photon 
energy. A FWHM resolution of 3 keV at 1 MeV has been recorded for a 
2 
double-focusing instrument. In spite of the precision in absolute energy 
measurements and the good resolution offered by the two instruments, both 
found limited use because of their complexity, low efficiency and Single-
Channel response. 
Low efficiency is also a major limitation of the gas proportional 
•* 
Füll Width at Half Maximum = the energy interval at the half-
maximum value of a peak in an energy spectrum. For Gaussian statistics, 
ö, the Standard deviation, is related to FWHM by: FWHM = 2.35̂ - o. 
3 
17 
counter for gamma-ray energy measurements above about 100 keV. However, 
the low noise capabilities of proportional counters still present unique 




Scintillation gamma spectrometers ' came into wide usage follow-
ing the belated publication in 19̂ -8 by Curran and Baker of previously 
classified work done in 19^+ on the coupling of photomultiplier tubes and 
22 
seintillators. Practical counting efficiencies for photons in the MeV 
ränge were made possible by the development of large volume organic 
seintillators and high atomic number materials such as JNTal(TX) . The high 
efficiency, fast response, and general ease of use moved the scintilla-
tion detector into a position of prominence in gamma spectroscopy that 
only recently has been challenged by higher resolution, large volume 
lithium-drifted germanium detecters. 
23 
According to Price, the direct collection of radiation-produced 
Charge in a Single crystal (silver Chloride) was first reported in a 
, 21+ 
thesis by Van Heerden in 19^5 - These earlier bulk-conduetivity types 
of detectors suffered from trapped space Charge problems, which prompted 
McKay to investigate the detection of radiation with germanium junetion 
25 
devices shortly after their development in the late 19^0's. The first 
extensive use of junetion detectors in nuclear research was reported by 
26 
a group at Oak Ridge National Laboratories in 1950« In 1962, Freck 
and Wakefield published an account of the first germanium gamma spectrom-
27 
eter, which had an active volume of 0.22 cm3. Improved efficiency and 
energy resolution have been realized through advances in detector volume 
?8 
(to 95 cm and greater ), detector construetion techniques, and in low-
k 
noise preamplifiers and associated electronics equipment. A FWHM energy 
resolution for Ge(Li) Systems of a"bout 2 keV is typical as compared to 
28 
60 keV to 100 keV for a scintillation System. Ge(Li) detector effi-
ciencies frequently are quoted with respect to that of a 3 inch long by 
3 inch diameter sodium iodide scintillation crystal; relative efficiencies 
of 10 percent to 15 percent are common for commercially available G-e(Li) 
28 
detectors. Pulse rise times of less than 100 nanoseconds are observed 
for Ge(Li) detectors operated with electric field strengths of 100 volts 
per mm or greater. 
In spite of the significant advancements in gamma energy measure-
ments afforded by semiconductor detectors, a common problem is still 
present: how to distinguish between desired events in which the total 
photon energy is absorbed and Compton scattering events which leave only 
a portion of the incident photon energy within the detector. The Compton 
events produce a "background" spectrum of false events of energy from 
zero to a maximum energy approaching that of the incident photon. 
Several instrumental methods have been investigated to minimize 
the Compton background contribution. The most common is the anticoinci-
dence method in which a high resolution semiconductor detector is sur-
rounded by a large volume, low resolution scintillation detector. Compton 
events in the high resolution detector produce reduced energy photons 
which have a significant probability of further interactions in the large 
shield" detector. By operating the two in an anticoincidence mode, the 
ratio of the number of total energy events to the number of Compton-
escape events can be enhanced. The Performance of selected anticoinci-
dence Systems will be discussed in the next section. Techniques such as 
5 
pulse shape discrimination between partial and total energy events also 
show Compton supression capabilities, but of less effectiveness than the 
antieoincidence approach. 
The research described in this thesis is an investigation of yet 
another approach to discriminating against detected gamma events which do 
not represent the entire energy of the incident gamma. Specifically, 
Compton interference reduction based on the requirement that an incident 
gamma scatter more than once in the Ge(Li) detector will be investigated. 
In the following section, the theoretical basis for Compton interference 
reduction based on multiple gamma scattering will be discussed^ and the 
reported Performance of Ge(Li) detectors which require multiple inter-
actions will be reviewed. The specific objectives for this study are 
then given, 
CHAPTEB. II 
DISCUSSION OF COMPTON SUPPRESSION CONCEPTS 
Gamma Interaction Mechanisms in Germanium Detectors 
It is a purpose of this research to investigate concepts and to 
develop practical procedures for suppressing the Compton component of 
the gamma spectrum as recorded by lithium-drifted germanium spectrometers, 
As a background to the analysis, it -will be instructive first to consider 
the basis for semiconductor detector Operation, and to relate each im-
portant gamma interaction mechanism to the resulting component of the 
recorded gamma spectrum.. Previous methods for suppressing the Compton 
background component of the spectra can then be discussed, and an ap-
proach to the analysis of multiple scattering detectors can be defined. 
To facilitate the discussion, several definitions are made which 
will be used throughout this thesis. A gamma "event" is considered to 
be the consequence of all interactions or scatterings of a Single inci-
dent gamma. For example, an output signal from a Ge(Li) detector repre-
sents an "event" which is the result of a scattering "sequence" composed 
of one or more gamma interactions. A Ge(Li) detector operated in the 
"conventional" or "sum-only" mode records events consisting of any number 
of interactions in the active detector volume, including Single inter-
actions. A Ge(Li) detector System operated in the "multiple scattering" 
or "sum-coincidence" mode accepts only events in which more than one 
gamma interaction is detected in the active germanium volume. "Füll 
7 
energy" events are gamma events in which the entire energy of the inci-
dent gamma is captured within the active volume of the Ge(Li) detector 
System, Füll energy or "good" events make up the counts in the "füll 
energy peak" of the recorded gamma energy speetrum. If only a portion 
of the energy of the incident gamma is captured by the gamma scattering 
sequence in the active detector volume, then a "partial energy" event 
or "bad" event is said to have occurredo 
The semiconductor detector is often referred to as a solid state 
ionization Chamber because of the similarity in the basic detection 
mechanisms of the two concepts. Detector action in both depends on the 
existence of a region of low free-charge carrier density in which an 
electric field may be maintained to sweep out and collect Charge produced 
31 32 33 
by radiation interactions° ' ' The gas contained between charged 
electrod.es in the ionization Chamber has as its analogous component in 
semiconductor detectors the Charge depleted volume between the n-type 
and. p-type regions of a semiconductor junction. The n-type and p-type 
regions act as electrodes for collecting the Charge produced in the in-
trinsic or Charge depleted volume. 
A junction region for semiconductor detectors may be formed by 
conventional diffused junction techniques in which a diode of large 
junction area is fabricated, or by using the junction-like behavior at a 
3^ metal-to-semiconductor oxide interface. In the latter technique, a 
metal film is deposited over a semiconductor oxide layer to produce the 
"surface barrier" detector« The thickness of the Charge depleted region 
in junction semiconductors is found to vary approximately as the square 
root of the reverse bias on the junction, corresponding to the abrupt 
35 junction approximation in semiconductor theory. As a result, detector 
thickness is restricted to several millimeters by the upper electric 
field strength limits which can be used in actual detectors. 
In an attempt to attain larger active or Charge depleted volumes, 
techniques for producing large intrinsic regions were developed. ' 
An intrinsic region is one in which the number of ionized Charge accep-
tors and Charge donors is nearly balanced, resulting in a greatly reduced 
net free Charge. In practice the Charge balancing (compensation) is 
accomplished by drifting donor lithium ions under the influence of an 
electric field through a region of excess acceptor concentration« The 
resulting p-i-n diode may have an intrinsic volume of up to 95 cm" or 
more which can be swept free of excess carriers by applying reverse bias 
at the p- and n-type regions» 
The gamma detection mechanism in the Ge(Li) detector consists of 
three steps. First, the gamma interacts with an electron, transferring 
a portion of the incident gamma energy into kinetic energy of the elec-
tron. Seeondly, the kinetic energy of the primary electron is then 
dissipated within the semiconductor material, primarily by the creation 
of free electron-hole pairs in the lattice. Finally, the excess Charge 
represented by the electron-hole pairs introduced into the Charge depleted 
region of the Ge(Li) detector is collected at the n-type and p-type 
regions, For detector applications, the mean number of electron-hole 
pairs created by the slowing of a charged particle in Silicon and ger-
manium can be assumed to depend orily on the initial energy of the charged 
particle. ' Thus the Output pulse signal from the detector resulting 
from the collection of the excess Charge is very nearly proportional to 
9 
the energy transferred to the primary electron in the photon-electron 
interaction. Even in an ideal detector, the Output Signal represents 
the total energy of the incident gamma only if all of the incident gamma 
energy is transferred to electrons within the active detector volume. 
In the 0.3 to 3«0 MeV incident gamma energy region where the mul-
tiple scattering concept will be shown to offer competitive Performance, 
three photon interaction mechanisms are responsible for the observed com-
ponents of the recorded gamma spectrum. The three interactions, photo-
electric absorption, Compton scattering, and pair-production in the field 
l+OJ 
of the nucleus, produce energetic electrons or electron-positron pairs. ' 
The response of an ideal detector in terms of these three inter-
action mechanisms can be shown with the aid of Figures la through Id. 
The monoenergetic incident gamma energy, hv, is assumed to be greater 
than 2 moC2, where m 0c
2 is the electron rest mass energy. Counts in the 
füll energy peak have as their terminal interaction a photoelectric ab-
sorption, the complete absorption of the energy of a photon by a bound 
electron. The electron ejected into the semiconductor lattice is of 
energy (hv-BE), where BE is the binding energy for the particular atomic 
shell initially occupied by the electron. The resulting spectrum contri-
bution is shown in Figure la for photoelectric absorption as the only 
interaction, or as the final interaction when earlier scattering inter-
actions also occurred in the active. volume of the detector. If previous 
scattering of the photon has occurred outside the active volume, then 
the recorded energy may have any value between zero and hv. 
The Compton interaction is the inelastic scattering of a photon 





























lc) Pair Production Events ld) Composite Spectrum for 
Monoenergetic Source 
Figure 1. Gamma Spectrum as Recorded by an Ideal Semiconductor 
Detector for a Monoenergetic Gamma Source 
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between zero and a maximum imposed by the requirement of simultaneous 
energy and momentum conservation» The maximum electron energy, E , 
max 
occurring for a backscattered photon (6 = l80°), is : 
E = h V a (1) 
max TTÎ O 
1 + 2 hv 
where m0c
2 - electron rest energy 
hv = incident photon energy. 
In the high energy limit for incident photon energy, E approaehes 
YCLELK. 
(hv - (moCS/2)), or within about 250 keV of the incident photon energy. 
The solid line of Figure lb shows the spectrum from Compton 
scattering for which the scattered electron energy is captured, and the 
scattered gamma escapes from the detector. The dashed line represents 
the occurrence of fürther Compton interactions before escape; a photo-
eleetric absorption after any number of Compton scatterings would, of 
course, produce a count in the füll energy peak. Because escape after 
a single Compton scatter is the most probable case for typical detector 
volumes, the Compton peak at energy E is usually in evidence in the 
' ° max ° 
spectrum. 
Pair production in the field of the nucleus contributes the spec-
trum components shown in Figure lc. Pair production is the interaction 
of the electromagnetic photon wave with the coulomb field of the nucleus, 
where 2 n^c3 of the photon energy goes into the creation of an electron-
positron pair, and the remaining energy appears as kinetic energy of the 
kl 
electron, positron, and nucleus. The relatively massive nucleus re-
ceives a negligible portion of the energy; therefore, if the kinetic 
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between zero and a maximum imposed by the requirement of simultaneous 
energy and momentum conservation. The maximum electron energy, E , 
max 
occurring for a backscattered photon (6 = l80°), is : 
E = h V a (1) 
max mpc3 1 + 
2 hv 
where IIIQC2 = electron rest energy 
hv = incident photon energy» 
In the high energy limit for incident photon energy., E approaches 
max 
(hv - (ITIQC /2))} or within about 250 keV of the incident photon energy, 
The solid line of Figure 1b shows the spectrum from Compton 
scattering for which the scattered electron energy is captured, and the 
scattered gamma escapes from the detector. The dashed line represents 
the occurrence of further Compton interactions before escape; a photo-
electric absorption after any number of Compton scatterings would, of 
course, produce a count in the füll energy peak- Because escape after 
a Single Compton scatter is the most probable case for typical detector 
volumes, the Compton peak at energy E is usually in evidence in the 
spectrum. 
Pair production in the field of the nucleus contributes the spec-
trum components shown in Figure lc. Pair production is the interaction 
of the electromagnetic photon wave with the coulomb field of the nucleus, 
where 2 m0c
s of the photon energy goes into the creation of an electron-
positron pair, and the remaining energy appears as kinetic energy of the 
kl 
electron, positron, and nucleus. The relatively massive nucleus re-
ceives a negligible portion of the energy; therefore, if the kinetic 
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energies of the eleet-ron and positron are expended entirely in ion pair 
produetiori, the minimum Charge Signal in a detector will correspond to 
an energy of (hv - 2 rrioc2)» As the positron is slowed to thermal energy^ 
40 it undergoes an annihilation event with a free electron, releasing 
their combined rest mass energy, 2 m0c
2, as oppositely directed photons 
of energy irio c2 . 
The low energy peak of Figure lc corresponds to the case where 
both annihilation photons escape from the detector, the second peak to 
the case where one photon escapes and the other is absorbed, and the 
third füll energy peak to the case were both photons are absorbedo The 
dashed line joining the peaks represents Compton scattering by either or 
both annihilation gammaso 
Ihus, even for the ideal detector discussed here, a source of 
monoenergetic incident gammas produces not a Single peak, but the complex 
spectrum indicated in Figure ld° If several monoenergetic gamma compo-
nents are present, it can be seen that the spectrum indeed becomes complex, 
and that low intensity, füll energy peaks superimposed on the Compton com-
ponent from a higher energy gamma could be lost in the normal Statistical 
Variation in the number of events from the Compton contribution. If the 
incident gamma flux is continuously distributed in energy, the recorded 
spectrum is the result of a complex. mixture of components from the various 
interaction mechanisms« It is the desire to eliminate these uninforma-
tive components of the recorded spectrum caused by Compton events which 
motivates studies of Compton suppression» 
Other interactions occur in addition to the three types noted; 
Davisson discusses 13 possible interactions of photons with electrons, 
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k2 
the nueleuSj and the eoulomb fields of both» However., the only further 
process with cross sections within an order of magnitude of the three 
interaction types discussed earlier is Rayleigh scattering. In Rayleigh 
scattering, the photon energy is absorbed by a tightly bound atomic elec-
kl 
tron, raising it to a higher energy state. A second photon having 
nearly the same energy and direction of the incident photon is then 
emitted, since very little energy or momentum would be transferred to the 
h^ 
massive recoiling nucleus» 1t has been shown experimentally that 75 
percent of the Rayleigh scattered photons are deflected in direction by 
an angle of less than 
$ = 2 sin"1 (o,026 Z^ 5flcl) (2) 
c \ hv / v ' 
where Z = atomic number 
m0c
2 = electron rest energy 
hv = photon energy. 
The angle § is less than one degree for a one MeV photon in germanium, 
which has an atomic number of 32«. Thus^ so far as a radiation detector 
is concernedc, no Charge producing event has oceurred, and the photon is 
altered only very slightly in energy and direction, Based on these con-
siderations^ Rayleigh scattering is expected to have a negligible effect 
on the detector Performance to be calculated in this research. 
An analysis of Compton suppression concepts to be discussed here 
will require considering in more detail the three major photon-electron 
interaction mechanisms previously noted» One important parameter is the 
interaction cross section as a function of gamma energy as displayed for 
1k 
1+2 kh Us 
germanium in Figure 2» 3 ' Note the predominance of the probability 
for Compton interactions over the incident photon energy ränge from 
about 0d50 MeV to 8„0 MeV» A 1.5 MeV gamma^ for example, is about 100 
times more likely to be Compton scattered than to undergo a photoelectric 
absorption» Below O0I5O MeV, the rapid increase of the photoelectric 
cross section with decreasing incident photon energy causes the total 
interaction cross section to become orders of magnitude larger than for 
the mid-energy regions <, 
The charact-eristics of the cross sections with energy are of im-
portance to both anticoincidence and sum-coineidence Compton suppression 
conceptso Althougn the Compton scattering interaction is the most likely 
process in the mid-energy region^ each succeedlng Compton scatter produces 
a lower energy gamma with increased probability for interaction and for 
that interaction to be a complete absorption in a photoelectric inter-
action» Because the photoelectric cross section is dependent on atomic 
number,, Z9 approximately as Z
5 , the probability of photoelectric absorp-
tion is enhanced even more in high-Z materials» 
A polar graph of the cross section for the number of gammas scat-
tered into unit solid angle at a particular mean scattering angle is 
given in Figure 3» These curves show a greater probability of Compton 
interaction at lower energies^ and also that larger scattering angles are 
increasingly favored as the gamma energy decreases» For a gamma of energy 
hv scattered through angle 6, the scattered gamma energy hvf is: 
hv' = h v n TT ^Y (3) 
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Figure 2. Gamma Interaction Cross Section versus Energy for Germanium 
(data from references k29kh, and k^) 
or «Gamma Energy 
(electron rest 
0 energy units) 
Incident Gamma 
Direction 
Units: -26 2 
10 cm 
electron* sterad :) 
Figure 3« Cross Section for Number of Photons Scattered into Unit 
Solid Angle at a Mean Scattering Angle of 0 
(from reference ^0) 
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where a = — 
m0c 
= incident gamma energy in electron rest energy units* 
From the equation it can be seen that the energy retained by the 
scattered gamma decreases monotonically as the scattering angle increases. 
Thus, after each succeeding Compton collision, the cross section for a 
subsequent scatter, the probability for a larger angle scatter, and the 
probable fractional energy loss for the scattering gamma are greater. 
As the gamma energy is sufficiently reduced,, termination of the collision 
sequence by a photoelectric interaction becomes highly favored» 
Anticoincidence and Sum-Coincidence Spectrometers 
The anticoincidence approach to Compton suppression as discussed 
in the introduction makes use of several eharacteristies of the photon 
interaction behavior. The objeet of the shield detector is to detect the 
escaping reduced-energy gamma resulting from a Compton scatter in the 
primary detector <, thus pro vi ding a signal used to reject the partial 
energy event. From the previous discussion of interaction pheriomena, 
desired properties of the shield detector are large volume,, high atomic 
number, and placement in a preferred scattering direction from the primary 
detector« 
Large volume shield detectors are commonly fabricated from plastic 
hG 
scintillation phosphors, R. Cooper and Brownell report Compton suppres-
* 3 / \ 
sion faetors of two for cesium-137 gammas using a 35 cm Ge(Li) detector 
•x-
The Compton suppression factor for an anti-Compton System is de-
fined as the ratio of the peak-to-Compton ratio for the System operated 
in the anti-Compton mode to that of Operation as a Single detector. 
Peak-to-Compton ratio (counts) is the number of counts in the füll energy 
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surrounded. by an 18 inch diameter by 18 inch long plastic scintillator. 
J= Cooper et al«, used. a 26 inch diameter by 2k inch long plastic 
scintillator around a 20 cm3 Ge(Li) detector to obtain a Compton suppres-
sion factor of 7° 5° 
Nearly the same Performance can be obtained with mueh smaller 
Nal(Ti) shields because of the higher effective atomic number of Nal(TX). 
Adjacent cylindrieal Wal(TA) detectors f and split annular detec-
tcrs ? around the GS-e(Li) detector show Compton suppression factors of 
kQ 
two to seveit. Carnp̂  for example5 reports a Compton suppression factor 
of about seven for cobalt-60 gammas using two 9 inch diameter by U„5 inch 
long scintillation crystals shaped about a 7 cm3 Ge(Li) detector. 
Michaelis and Kupfer5 have combined the advantages of large volume 
and high-Z by taking advantage of the small scattering angle for photons 
which lose only a minor fraction of their energy in Compton scattering. 
The incident gamma beairu. collimated through a hole in a lead cylinder^ 
strikes a ̂ -<>9 cm3 Ge(Li) planar detector in the center of a 20 inch di-
ameter by 16 inch long plastic scintillator. On the beam axls behind the 
Ge(Li) detector is a k inch diameter by 6 inch long Nal(TA) detector pre-
senting an appreciable path length of high-Z detector for the photons 
seattered through a small angle- The Compton suppression ratio for 
eesium-137 gammas is approximately ten for this System. 
As large volume,, high resolutior, semiconductor detectors became 
(Continued) 
peak divided by the number in the distributed Compton spectrum. Peak-
to-Compton ratio (height) is the ratio of the height on the energy spec-
trum of the füll energy peak to the maximum height of the Compton dis-
tribution. 
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availablej, a eoincidenee-summing approach to Compton suppression usl.tg 
only semieonductor detectors was consideredo The first reported applica-
tions of the sum-eoineideiiee concept for Compton suppression were based 
on the use of Nal(TJ&) scintillation detectors. ' This approach basic-
ally eonsists of loeating two independent detector volumes in a geometry 
which enhances the probability of total absorption of the incident gamma 
energy if an event is recorded in both detectors. For eoineident events 
the summed signal from all detectors is recorded, but a Signal from one 
detector only is rejeeted based on the large probability of escape of the 
scattered gamma after a Single Compton scatter. 
Weither of the previously defined peak-to-Compton ratios gives a 
truly uniform basis for comparison of the Compton interference observed 
with sum-cci.ncidence and sum-only detector Systems» As will be shown 
later? the Compton component of the sum-coincidence spectrum is distribu-
ted in a different manner than that for the sum-only or antieoineidence 
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Systems. Cooper has suggested that a figure-of-merit (FOM) related to 
the ability of a detector to produce a usable signal peak at energy Ê  
in the presence of distributed Compton counts from a gamma of higher 
energy Es is of the form 
(W'imber of counts in füll energy peak at Ei) /. -
/Average number of counts per Channel at E^' 
Vfrom Compton scatter of gamma cf energy Eg 
This ratio reflects the Statistical consideration that the füll energy 
counts must be distinguished from the normal fluetuation in the Compton 
plateau as represented by the Standard deviation, or Square root^ of the 
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average Cqnrptor. courfs per Channel foi a Gaussian distribution. Coope -• s 
equation also conta^ned an e: er?/ resclution term which is assumed to be 
constant for all :.ases of this study« The POM may be expressed ir: terms 
ci 'U_.e ruil euergy peak euLi'leruy ar.d a peak-To-Compton râ .io (height) 
whicr will be < alcalated and measured for this investiaation: 
FOM = Constant \-—^^V^-r^ 
L T U A„ t/R,, X/2 (ad
 A2 t / R 3 1 ) ^ 
5) 
where ux - peak efficiency at energy Ex 
ög = pea.ü efficiency at energy E2 
Ax = gamma ra
+e for c empören.: at Ex 
A2 =s gamma rate for component at E2 
t =ä eountlng time 
R31 -• peak-to-Compton ratio (height7 for Compton component at Ea 
i'rom gammas at Ea) = 
For fixed gamma rates A1 and A2 and cotmting time t> a relative FOM for 
comparing Systems ander the same conditions becomes 
& 
FOM = m ^ ) * (6) 
The figure-of-merit ::omparisou will be used later in this a:...alysiSc 
Insufficient experimeufal data are presented in the literature on Compton 
sippressior spectrometers to allow the eonversion of the reported Per-
formance to one basis of eomparison. 
Figure -̂a shows the detector geometry for one of the earliest 
56 
Ge(ld) sum-coincidenee spectrometer (SCS experiments« Granu et al= 
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VOLUME 1 VOLUME 2 SOURCE 
4a) Split Planar Coric ept 












4b) 135° SEPARATED-DETECTOR CONCEPT 
Kantele, et al. (58) 
Figure 4. Early Concepts for All-Germani-um Sum-Coincidence Detectors 
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find that a 0.076 cm wide cut into the intrinsic region of the planar 
Gre(Li) deteetor produces negligible electronic cross talk, as predicted 
57 by Hayashi» Thus two essentially independent deteetor volumes without 
a separating dead layer are presented to the ineident gamma beam» Comp-
ton suppression factors (counts) of !!10 to 30" are reported for this de-
teetor; as scaled from graphs in the report, this corresponds to a 
Compton suppression factor (height) of about 5°5° 
During this same time period, Kantele and Suominen construeted 
the SCS System shown in Figure Üb in whieh scattering at a mean angle of 
l-O 
135° is required for eoineidence. The efficiency in the eoineidence 
mode is only about one percent of that of the Single 2 cm3 deteetor, but 
Compton suppression factors (counts) of "kO to 50" are reportedo 
At the Eleventh Scintillator and Semiconductor Counter Symposium, 
Washington, D. C. in February 1968, new SCS deteetor configurations 
within Single germanium ingots were reported by three independent 
groupSo J * As shown in Figure 5? each of these geometries has an 
internal ir.active volume presented by the p-type core. Table 1 sum-
marizes several parameters from the referenced publications for the four 
SCS detectors fabricated into a Single ingot of germanium, and for the 
antieoineidence System of Campo To provide a common basis for comparison, 
the data were scaled from each published spectrum in the same manner; 
values given may differ somewhat from those given by the authors because 
of the method of Interpretation» 
Two recently reported SCS Systems 9 similar in coneept to the 
,-Q 
collimated source, separate detectors of Kantele, et al. are shown in 







ES N IMCTIVE VOLUME 
5a) Stacked Planar Design 






51>) Concentric Cylinder Design 
Palms, et al. (6l) 
5c) Split Concentric Design 
Kraner, et al. (59) 
Figure 5« Sum-Coincidence Detectors Reported at the 1968 IEEE Scintil-
lation and Semiconductor Counter Symposium 
Table 1» Performance of Selected Anti-Compton Spectrometer Systems 




Split Planar 1,25 7.0 
Split Coax 10 30 
Concentric Coax 2.1 8 
Stacked Planar h.G 11 
Anticoincidence Hol 30 
Compton Suppression Experimenters Ref. 
Factor 
(height) 
5=6 Gruhn, et al. 56 
3°0 Kraner, et al. 59 
3=8 Palms, et alo 6l 
2.k Sayres, et al. 60 




LEAD # SOURCE 
DETECTOR 2^, 
(l6 cur coax) ^ 
DETECTOR 1 
(25 cnr coax) 
6a) Separated Coaxial Design 




6b) Displaced Planar Design 
Hick, et al. (63) 
DETECTORS 
2.25 cmJ Planars 
Plgure 6. Sum-Coincidence Detectors Uslng Separate Ge(Li) Detectors 
and Oolllmatlon of the Incident Beam 
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in the same manner used for Table 1̂  give a peak-to-Compton ra+io (height) 
of about 200., and. a Compton suppression facfor (height) of approximately 
70, 
An examination of the reported geometry and Performance of each of 
these seven sum-eoincidence spectrometers led this author to make several 
Observation^ <> First:, the Compton suppression capabilities of the sum-
eoincidenee detectors appear to compare favorably in certain cases to 
that offered by bulkier^ more elaborate anticoincidence spe?frome+ers 
which have a much longer development history. 
SecondXy, the criteria for analyzing SCS Systems and for specify-
i::g detector cor.figurafions for special Compton suppression applications 
have not evolved from the previous experimental investigationSo It is 
apparent from the dissimilarity of the existing sum-eoincidence detectors 
•that :.riteria for optimizing the Performance of this type of detector 
System are less than obviouSo An intuitive analysis of Compton suppres-
sion Performance based on the sequential anisotropic interactions of 
gammas is found to be of limited value in resolving even basie questions 
such as the desired relative volumes of the active detector regions <, 
Thirdly-, it appeared that the understanding and effective use of 
Ge(Li) detectors which require multiple interactions would reqaire that 
a mafnemafical model be developed which could accurately prediet the re-
sponse of such detector Systems, Because of the large number of Param-
eters which are known to influenae multiple scattering spectrcmeter 
Performance9 a solely experimental approach appeared to be an inefficient 
method of extending the investigation, 
In view of these three observations, and of the latent benefit 
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which may be afforded by the multiple scattering concept,, the deeision 
was made to conduct the research described in this thesis. For the 
analysis* optimization, and evaluation of Performance of multiple scatter-
ing detectors, the decision was made to develop a compuferized Monte Carlo 
model to describe sequential gamma scattering behavior for realistic de-
tector geometrieso Consideration was first given to the use of one of 
several existing Monte Carlo modeis for predieting detector response to 
,„ , . 6^,65,66,67 m1 , , - , 
gamma radiation. These modeis were designed to analyze conven-
tional detectorsj, and as a result the method of procedure and the output 
Information are not well sulted for sum-coir.cidence detector analysis» 
In addition, Monte Carlo programs are commonly designed to make maximum 
use of the features of the particular Computing language, processo.r̂  and 
subroutine library of the Computer on which the program is run. Ine 
direct translation and subsequent modification of an existing model was 
not attempt-ed, therefore, in favor of developing a special Monte Carlo 
model and associated Computer programs for eomputers available at Georgia 
Tech, The reported modeis did, however,, provide a valuable source of 
Information and comparison of techniques and equations used in this work« 
Bertolini, et al» have reported a Monte Carlo model developed and 
used for analysis of a specific sum-coincidence detector geometry0 This 
model computes Output spectra only for a parallel gamma beam incident on 
back-to-baek cylindrical planar detectors of the same diametero Internal 
inactive volumes and energy resolution are not taken into aceount in this 
model. 
As a final background note, it must be acknowledged that the ideal 
semiconductor gamma spectrometer Performance used as a basis for the 
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previous discussions is not realized in practice. Incomplete Charge 
carrier collection, inherent noise sources, Statistical fluctuations in 
carrier production, pulse overlap, and many other effects influence the 
Output from an actual detector. Additional sources of "misInformation" 
arise in the electronic Systems for amplification, pulse height analysis, 
and data processing of the detector Output signal. Each of these sources 
can produce an observable effect on the gamma spectra recorded by either 
a conventional or sum-coincidence semiconductor detector System. In 
order to concentrate this study on Compton suppression by sum-coincidence 
methods, these higher-order effects are considered only where they would 
have a significant influence on the Performance of actual detector Systems. 
Objectives of This Research 
The specific objectives of this research are: 
1) to develop a Monte Carlo model which could provide a quanti-
tative description of multiple gamma scattering in germanium volumes 
which are typical of volumes for state-of-the-art Ge(Li) detectors. 
2) to compute the Performance capabilities of a selected variety 
of Ge(Li) spectrometers operated in the multiple scattering mode as a 
function of detector volume, internal detector geometry, and energy dis-
crimination requirements for the incident gamma energy ränge of 300 keV 
to 3000 keV. 
3) to compare computed detector Performance to the Performance 
measured with an actual Ge(Li) sum-coincidence detector System in order 
to establish the ränge of validity for the Monte Carlo model. 
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k) to define optimum Ge(Li) spectrometers for Operation in the 
multiple scattering mode^ and. to compare the Compton interference reduc-
tion eapabilities of the multiple scattering detectors with those of 
comrentional Ge(Li) detectors with and without anticoincidence shields. 
5) to determine the major limitations to the Performance of 
existing detectors based. on multiple scattering, and to suggest methods 
to overcome these limitations» 
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CHARTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The method of procedure used to realize the objectives of this 
research as given in the previous ehapter consisted essentially of four 
steps. First., the mathematical model describing multiple gamma scat-
tering in a finite solid was developed and programmed for Computer cal-
culations. It was desired that the model provide both general Information 
on sequential gamma interactions in detector-sized volumes of germanium 
and detailed predictions of Performance of sum-coincidence detectors of 
specified geometry and operating conditions. 
Because of the finite geometries and the many possible combina-
tions of scattering sequences to be considered, the use of Monte Carlo 
modeling techniques appeared to be the most practical approach to ob-
taining the desired data. Monte Carlo modeling as applied here consists 
of following the progress of one gamma photon at a time from the source^ 
through a scattering sequence in the detector until the photon is either 
completely absorbed or escapes from the detector volume. The fate of the 
gamma at each step in the sequence is determined by random sampling from 
appropriate probability distribution functions representing the options 
available to an actual photon under similar conditions. 
Thus the computed Output can include general Information on the 
type and location of the interactions and detailed Performance Informa-
tion such as the energy spectrum which would be accumulated by a detector 
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of prescribed size and operating conditions. Phenomena known to affect 
detector Performance can be included in any required detail, provided a 
suitable mathematical or tabulated functional dependence of the phenomena 
can be devised. A summary of characteristics of the model is given in 
Table 2, and detailed descriptions of the model and Computer programs 
are given in Appendix I« 
The accuracy with which the computed Performance corresponds to 
the actual Performance depends basically on three factors: the extent 
to which the pertinent physical phenomena are represented in-the model, 
the accuracy of the mathematical description of the phenomena, and the 
Statistical validity afforded by the number of cases considered in the 
computation. The influence of the number of cases (incident photons) on 
the accuracy of the predicted results provides the motivation for stream-
lining the calculational procedures where possible. Obviously some 
balance must be established between the number of phenomena considered, 
the accuracy of the modeling, and the requirement for rapid calculation= 
The criteria for the programs to be described were chosen as that balance 
which provides a maximum of Information specifically needed for evaluating 
the SCS concept. 
Once the Monte Carlo model had been developed, the second step 
consisted of establishing the ränge of validity of this model and of the 
Computer program. Data generated using each major equation of the mathe-
matical model were compared to accepted values from the literature to 
assure that the equations were valid over the ränge in which they were 
to be usedo Monitoring Computer runs of the Monte Carlo scattering cal-
culation for several thousand interactions were made, with selected 
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Table 2, Summary of Monte Carlo Program for Study of Ge(Li) 
Spectrometers Which Require Multiple Interactions 
SYSTEM CONSIDERER» 
1) Ge(Li) deteetor of any geometry deseribed by (polar) equations 
(including central hole) 
2) Point or plane source any distance from deteetor 
3) Pnotcn energy 300 keV to 3000 keV 
k) Surface or internal dead-layers definable by equations 
5) Sum-eoincidence or sum-only mode 
6) Energy diseriminator for either or both active volumes 
OUTPUT AVAILABLE FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMS: 
1) Spectrum recorded by deteetor; ideal or with speciiled .FWHM? either 
äctive deteetor volume<, sum-eoir.ciden.'ie or sum-only, Outputed as 
tabulatior., cards, Cal-Comp plot, 
2) Density plct for event locations within deteetor for selecfed events 
5y Number distributions for number of scatterings before escape and for 
number of scatterings before photoelectric abSorption. 
k) Listing of spatial coordinates and. energy lost for each event; Out-
put Li priuter or or: mag tape for rapid analysis under variefy of 
deteetor cô  i'igurations . 
5) Two-parameter energy spectrum of energy in each deteetor volume for 
eoineidence events» 
6) Listing of number of photons not hitting deteetor, passing through 
deteetor or center hole, and total number of photons represented by 
a given calculation. 
COMPUTER REQUIRENENTS: 
1.) Machine: Burroughs B5500 
2) Language; Extended ALGOL 
3) 1-0 requirements in: eards, mag tape 
out; cards_, line printer, mag tape, Cal-Comp 
plotter« 
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variables being printed each time they assumed a different value, These 
data were used to ascertain that the calculated results are correct re-
gardless of the order in which the various Computing loops are traversed., 
or correspondingly, to any ordering of the interaction types, 
The physical characteristics of an available concentric-cylindrical 
detector were used in a series of calculations at gamma energies attain-
able from isotopic sources, The detector System will be described in 
detail in the section on experimental apparatus, Data were obtained on 
the experimental SCS System for conditions identical to those postulated 
for the Computer rans. Predicted and actual detector efficiency,, output 
spectrum, and distribution of energy between detector sections were com-
pared at the gamma energies listed in Table 3-
Table 3» Gamma Sources Used in the Experimental Program 
(ordered in increasing gamma energy) 
Energy Isotope Half-life Approximate Rate Origin 
During Use 
(MeV) (gammas /s econd)  




Prepared from Solution 
NBS #8203-60 
NBS #8203-60 
Produced in GTRR 
Prepared from Solution 
Produced in GTRR 
0»320080 5lCr 27.8 d 5-0 X 104 
00661635 137Cs 30.0 y 4,28 x 104 
0,703 9 Nb 20,000 y 6,7^ X 103 
0.872 9 Nb 20,000 y 6074 X 103 
0,89804 88Y 106.6 d 5=8 x 104 
1.17323 Co 5.26 y 1.51 X 105 
1,33249 Co 5.26 y 1.51 X 105 
1,368526 Na 15.0 h 2.5 X 104 
1,83613 88Y 106,6 d 5.3 X 104 
2.75392 Na 15,0 h 2,5 X 104 
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The isotopic gamma sources were either obtained from the National 
Bureau of Standards, produced in the Georgia Tech Research Reactor, or 
prepared from a cyclotron-produced isotope in Solution. Gamma emission 
rates from the sources prepared at Georgia Tech were measured using a 
16 cm3 Ge(Li) spectrometer for which the efficiency over a broad energy 
ränge previously had been determined to within five percent error limits 
for activation analysis research» The O.898 and 1.369 MeV gamma compo-
nents from the yttrium-88 and sodium-2U, respectively, are close in 
energy to the 0=872 and 1°332 MeV gamma components of the NBS sources 
of niobium-9^ and cobalt-60, thus allowing the emission rates of the 
fabricated sources to be measured at an energy at which the detectcr 
efficiency could be established with confidence« 
After the capabilities and limitations of the mathematical model 
had beer: established, the third step based on the extensive use of the 
model was initiated» A series of Computer runs was outlined to provide 
answers to specific questions on sequential gamma scattering and on the 
relationship of selected System parameters to multiple scattering detec-
tor Performance» 
One general question of interest was the number of scatterings to 
be expected for each incident gamma, since multiple scattering is the 
essence of this spectroscopy concept. Procedures were devised to show 
the scattering number distribution and the average gamma energy loss per 
interaction as a function of the scatter number. A plotting routine for 
the line printer was devised to give a density plot of interactlons within 
the detector boundaries* Data were then generated for selected cylindri-
cal germanium volumes from radius 0.5 cm, thickness 0,5 cm to radius 
3̂  
2.5 cm, thickness 8.0 cm, and for gamma energies from 300 keV to 3000 keV. 
An analysis of the general behavior of sequential gamma scattering 
with respect to practical detector configurations provided the basis for 
selecting the gamma energies and external detector geometries of Table h. 
The "PDM detectors are hypothetical, but the two "SCS" detectors represent 
actual detectors. 
Table h. Detector Configurations and Gamma Energies Used 
in the Analysis of Multiple Scattering Ge(Li) 
Spectrometers 
Detector External Radius of Radius of Length of Total Volume 
Number Geometry Central Detector Detector of Detector 
Hole 
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm3) 
PD1 cylinder 0.0 
PD2 cylinder 0.0 
PDi+ cylinder 0.0 
PD22 cylinder 0.0 
PD^4 cylinder 0.0 
SCS #1 cylinder 
annulus 
0.35 
SCS #3 cylinder 
annulus 
0-35 
1.5 1.0 7-1 
1.5 2.0 1̂ .1 
1.5 ^.0 28.3 
2.0 2.0 25.1 
2.2 k.O 6l.0 
1.30 2.2 10.8 
1.55 1-8 12.9 
Gamma Energies: 320, 662, 1332, 1836, and 275^ keV 
For each of the gamma energies and detector volumes, the Monte Carlo 
model was used to generate a magnetic tape record of the scattering 
sequences of approximately 18,000 incident gammas interacting more 
than once in the specified volume. The position coordinates and energy 
loss were recorded for each gamma interaction, thus providing a record 
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which could be scanned rapidly to obtain Information on the effect of 
varying other detector parameters. For example, sets of internal geom-
etry coordinates and energy discriminator levels were specified, and the 
tape record was read to sort the gamma interaction sequences into cate-
gories according to tests for location, coincidence, and energy loss 
criteria. For each reading of the tape, either printed tabulations, 
punched cards, or Cal-Comp plots were available of the spectra fron the 
separate detector sections, of the ideal sum spectrum, and of the sum 
spectrum with specified energy resolution. The fate of the gammas not 
treated by the Monte Carlo scattering (those missing the detector, inter-
acting once only, or passing through the detector) was also calculated 
and presented as a printed tabulation for subsequent efficiency calcula-
tions. 
Thus, for each parameter value of the parameter Variation study, 
System Performance quantities such as the number of events in the füll 
energy peak and the Compton tail, the peak-to-Compton ratio, the effi-
ciency, and the amount of Compton interference at any energy were avail-
able. from the Computer output. These System Performance characteristics 
were catalogued as a function of the following parameters: total detec-
tor volume, incident gamma energy, active volume configurations and 
ratios, dead layer location and volume, energy discriminator levels, and 
energy resolution of the System. 
Additional Information to guide the energy discrimination analysis 
was obtained by printing a two-parameter array of the energy spectrum 
from each detector for coincident events only. This display showed the 
energy distribution between the two detectors for both füll energy and 
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partial energy scattering sequences. It was then a straightforward pro-
cedure to determine the number of füll energy and partial energy events 
äffeeted by any combination of energy discriminator or window settings 
simply by observing the number of counts within the corresponding area 
on the two-parameter array. 
Information from the two-parameter array was also considered in 
the seleetion of threshold value settings for parameter Variation runs 
on the experimental SGS System. For various combinations of gamma source 
energy and discriminator settings, experimental spectra were recorded 
from which the peak-to-Compton ratios and peak efficiency could be cal-
culated. The System was also operated in the sum-only mode to obtain 
data for comparing sum-eoineidence and sum-only Performance. Summations 
of Performance data from both the Computer calculations and from Opera-
tion of the sum-eoineidence System are given in Chapter V. 
The fourth step in the study was the analysis of the computed and 
experimental results to establish whether or not multiple scattering 
spectrometers offer significant Compton suppression capabilities as com-
pared to other techniques. First, the general behavior of sequential 
gamma scattering was examined to determine if suitable scattering be-
havior to support eoineidence Operation can be expected in typical de-
tector volumes of germanium. Secondly, the parameter Variation study 
results were used to establish the importance of various parameters and 
to determine how the parameters might be fixed to enhance SCS System 
Performance. The Performance of optimized Systems was estimated, and 
this Performance compared to that attainable with other Compton suppres-
sion techniques using Ge(Li) detectors. Finally, observations were made 
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as to the limitations of Ge(Li) spectrometers based on multiple scatter-
ing and on possible methods of minimizing these limitations= 
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CHARTER IV 
THE EX PERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A sum-coineidence spectrometer System was operated as a part of 
this research in order to test the validity of the mathematical model 
and to Supplement the parameter Variation study. The choice of the de-
tee/bor and sum-coincidence Instrumentation was limited by economic con-
siderations to the Instrumentation available within Georgia Tech and 
that prcvided by the Department of Physics of Emory Universitär. 
Although the relatively poor energy resolution., efficiency, and Compton 
suppression of the System prevent the demonstration of optimum sum-
coincidence spectrometer capabilities^ the Performance of the System was 
adequate for accomplishing both the check of the mathematical model and 
the experimental parameter Variation study» The effect of such factors 
as energy resolution of the System and inactive volumes inside the de-
tector could be accounted for within the Monte Carlo model. 
The discussion of the experimental apparatus is divided into two 
topics: the detector and the sum-coincidence Instrumentation<> Addi-
tional material describing the experimental System is presented in 
Appendix II. 
The Detector 
The experimental Ge(Li) detector and cryostat were fabricated by 
the Department of Physics of Emory University» The starting material for 
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fabrication of the detector was a germaniiun cylinder of 3«! cm diameter 
cut from the Standard Sylvania No. k ingot configuration. Resistivity 
of the gallium-doped ingot was approximately 35 to kO ohm-cm, and the 
dislocation density and minority carrier lifetime were specified by the 
supplier as 2̂ -00/cm2 and 350 mieroseconds, respectively, A cylindrical 
hole of 0o70 cm diameter was drilled in the center by grinding with a 
trass tube and AI 0 lapping Compound of grit No. 600» A lithium-in-oil 
Suspension was painted onto the interior and exterior cylindrical sur-
facesj, and an n-type layer approximately -̂00 microns thick was produced 
on each surface by a 10 minute diffusion at U25°C. 
The drifting process was carried out in a water bath at temperatures 
from 10 to 25°C. The voltage during the lithium drifting Operation varied 
from 1.00 volts to 1000 volts, and drifting current from 10 milliamperes 
to -̂00 milliampereso A cross sectional sketch of the detector, designated 
SCS #3? is show:-:. in Figure 7° 
The detector was then stored for nine months in the cryostat at 
liquid nitrogen temperature but without applied bias voltage» In Septem-
ber 1969 the detector, cryostat, and Dewar flask were moved to the Wuclear 
Research Center at Georgia Tech» Detector resolutions were measured to 
be 10 ke'V and 12 keV, respectively, for the inside and outside detectors, 
using the Instrumentation shown in Figure 8 and listed in Appendix II, 
Redrifting Operations were performed at Georgia Tech to improve 
the detector resolution. After the redrifting procedure, the FWHM reso-
lutions were measured to be 5oh kev and 5»8 keV for the inside and outside 
•x-
All measured energy resolutions to be quoted are FWHM values for 
the 1.332 MeV gamma eomponent of cobalt-60 at low count rates^ 
K SOURCE 
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(Diode 1) 
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(Diode 2) 
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Figure 8. Instrumentation for Energy Resolution Measurements 
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detectors. 
Using the Instrumentation shown in Figure 9? "the capacitance of 
each detector section was measured versus applied voltage, giving the 
values shown in Table 5° 
Table 5° Capacitance as a Function of Applied Bias Voltage 
for Detector SCS #3 
Blas Voltage Capacitance (picofarads)  
(Volts) Insi.de Detector Outside Detector 
0 86.k 230 
10 31=8 76.0 
100 26 0 2 72 o 8 
200 25*0 72.1 
300 2^o8 71=8 
1+00 2k,Q 71 = 5 
500 24o7 71«3 
600 2i+o6 71.1 
700 2^.6 70.9 
800 2^.5 70.8 
Because the detector was supplied in the cryostat> it was neces-
sary to X-ray the cryostat to determine the outside dimensions of the 
detector and the exact location of the detector within the cryostat. 
Figure 10 shows positive prints made from the X-rays and a sketch of 
the detector mounting based on Information supplied by the manufacturer« 
From these combined sources of Information, the external detector dimen-
sions were determined to be as follows: inside radius,= 0.35 cm; out-
side radius = 1°55 cm; length = 1.75 to I..85 cm; cryostat-to-detector 
distance = 1.6 cm; outside diffusion depth = ^00 microns. 
It is necessary for the computation also to know the locations of 
k2 
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Figure 10. X-Ray Positive Print of Detector SCS #3 and Cryostat 
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the boundaries of the active detector regions which lie inside the de-
tector. These can be calculated from a knowledge of the capacitance of 
the detector and of the external geometrical dimensions, The capacitance 
of concentric cylindrical Shells of inside radius, a, and outside radius, 
b, IS given by 
C = M (b/a) {7j 
where e0 = permittivity of vacuum 
= O.O885 picofarad/cm 
er - relative permittivity of material between cylindrical 
boundaries 
00 
= 16 for germanium 
L = length of cylinder in cm 
C = capacitance in picofarads. 
Thus, for germanium 
C = te'S/a) picofarad (8) 
Using a measured capacitance value from Table 5 and the external 
dimensions from the previous paragraph, the inside radius R and outside 
radius R of the internal dead layer separating the two active detector 
regions can be calculated» 
Inside Detector: C^ = ^ | | ^390) = 2k'5 p F ; RI = °° 7 3 C m (9) 
Outside Detector: C. = , ?J~ ^ ) l \ = 70.8 pF : R. = 1.2 cm (10) 
0 in (1.51/RfJ 0 
kh 
Based on the measurements described, the detector dimensions are as shown 
in Figure 11. A subsequent attempt to define the junction regions was 
made by traversing a well collimated gamma beam across a diameter of the 
detector in steps of 0.1 cm. The geometry defined by this experiment 
agreed with that shown in Figure 11 to within the resolution limits of 
this technique, about 0.1 cm. 
The de leakage current for each detector immediately after the 
redrifting Operation was approximately one nanoampere at 800 volts bias. 
The leakage increased during the data recording period to approximately 
two nanoamperes and three nanoamperes for the inside and outside detectors, 
respectively, with an applied bias of 800 volts. 
ACTIVE VOLUME 1 





RADII IN CM 
Figure 11. Detector Dimensions for SCS #3 from X-Ray and Capacitance 
Measurements (Drawing of Detector Cross Section at a 
Diameter) 
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The Sum-Coincidence Instrumentation 
The function of the Instrumentation is to provide a linear Output 
signal proportional to the sum of the gamma ray energy deposited in each 
deteetor section for incident gamma rays which deposit energy in bottt 
deteetor sections» Several approaches to aehieving this sum-coincidence 
function were evaluated, and the Instrumentation System shown in Figure 
12 was selected as a practical System designed for the purposes of this 
research« 
Linear Signals from each deteetor section pass through independent 
Charge-sensitive FET preamplifiers and pulse shaping voltage amplif'iers, 
then are summed in the linear summing amplifier,. The linear signal is 
then fed inte a delay amplifier, a linear gate, and into the pulse height 
analyzer of the multiChannel analyzer, The gating signal is derived 
from a coincidence unit which is driven by the timing Single Channel 
analyzers (SCA?s)o 
Sum-coincidence Operation of the System proeeeds in the following 
mannero If a photon incident from the source leads to interactions in 
beth deteetor sections, Signals appear simultaneously at the Outputs of 
amplifiers "A and "B '« Coincident logic Signals then appear at the 
Outputs of the Single Channel analyzers, causing the coincidence unit to 
trigger the gate-and-delay generator, which provides an Output pulse of 
the required time duration for opening the linear gate to pass the linear 
summed signal from the delay amplifier. To assure that the linear signal 
and the gate signal arrive in the proper time order at the linear gate, 
the linear signal may be delayed at the delay amplifier, and the logic 
Signals at the timing Single Channel analyzers and the gate-and-delay 
generator = 
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Figure 12. The Experimental S\3m-Coincidence Instrumentation 
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Output spectral data from the 102̂ + Channel analyzer were displayed 
graphically on an oscilloscope or an x-y plotter, and were recorded on 
punched paper tape or as a typewritten tabulation. 
Two-parameter energy spectra from.the two detector volumes were 
recorded with the Instrumentation shown in Figure 13« The coincidence 
Instrumentation from the sum-coincidence System was used to provide gating 
Signals to both pulse height analyzers of the two-parameter System. The 
two-parameter energy spectra for coincidence events were photographed 
from the oscilloscope display of the 32 by 32 spectrum. 
A list of the specific instruments used in the sum-coincidence 
and two-parameter Systems is given in Appendix II. A photograph of the 
Instrumentation and detector is also contained in the appendix« 
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Figure 13. The Experimental Two-Parameter Instrumentation 
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CHARTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The results of the analysis will be presented in four sections, 
First, calculated data on the general behavior of gamma scattering in 
germanium will be discussed as it relates to multiple scattering detec-
tor conceptSo SeeQndly, the parameter Variation study based on eomputed 
results for seleeted detector geometries will be presentedo In the third 
secticn., measured sum-coincidence spectrometer Performance will be pre-
sented and .;.cmpared tc calculated results „ Finally, the Performance or 
optimized multiple scattering spectrometers will be discussed and com-
pared to that of conventional Ge(Li) spectrometer Systems» 
General ObservatIons on Sequeiitial Gamma Scattering ig Germanium 
As a first step in the analysis, calculations were made to provide 
a qualitative model of the consequences of gamma scattering in detector-
sized volumes of germanium« The following sections present the results 
of calculations of the geometrical distribution of interactions, of the 
extent of multiple scattering, and of the energy and ränge of electrons 
produeed in the interactions. The calculated Information is then com-
bined to form a general description of gamma scattering and electron 
production in finite germanium volumes for incident gamma energies of 
300 keV to 3°0 MeV, 
Spatial Distribution of Events 
In Figure 1̂ -, gamma pathlengths in an infinite germanium volume 
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Figure lU. Pathlengths in an Infinite Germanium Sample versus Gamma 
Energy for Interaction Probabilities of 0.1, 0.5> and 0.9 
from Equation P(x) = (l - e * ) 
These curves were generated from the equation for the probability of 
interaction, P(X), based on the linear interaction cross sections: 
P(X) = (1 - e"^) (11) 
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where p(x) - probability of interaction within a linear distance of X 
cm for a gamma of energy E 
E = linear interaction cross section (cm ) for a gamma of 
energy E 
X - distance (cm) in material of linear interaction cross 
section £ = 
Values of E were calculated from the data of Table 2, and corresponding 
values of distance, X, were calculated and plotted for P(X) values of 
0,1̂  0*5, and 0.9= 
The median path length^ P(X) ~ 0o5_, for gammas is seen to vary 
from atcut one centimeter at 300 keV to four centimeters at 3°0 MeV. 
Because detector dimensions are typically of the order of these media": 
gamma pathlengths, the interaction si:_es would be expected to be dis-
tributed throughout the detector volume» 
Computed results obtained during calculations with the Monte Carlo 
model wevje used to display the interaction locations for initial and sub-
sequent gamma interaetions =, These plots were used to identify the detec-
tor volumes in which the maximum concentration of desired events occurred» 
In these plcts the y-axis represents the centerline of a eylindrical 
germamum volurnê , where the gamma source is located above the cylinder 
on the axis° The ordinate and abscissa are therefore the "z" and "r" 
directions*, respeetively, of a eylindrical coordinate System,, where 
interaction events for any "$ ' have been rotated into a Single r-z plane0 
Specific plots for the first Compton scatter and final photo-
electric absorptions for füll energy scattering sequences from 662 keV 
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ineldent garamas are shown in Figure 15, and for 1332 keV incident gammas 
in Figure 16» Each density plot given shows the interaction locations 
of about 3000 gammas which undergo multiple scattering ending in photo-
eleetric absorption» Each star represents the occurrence of one or more 
events within the corresponding volume incremento 
In these cases the 2*5 cm radius and 8=0 cm length of the germanium 
cylinder were intentionally chosen to be larger than the typical dimen-
sions of germanium deteetors* Practical deteetor dimensions could then 
be identified as the regions of maximum concentration of interactions 
fcr füll energy scattering seque:_ces» These plots show that only a minor 
fraetion ci events occurs in the lower four centimeters of the cylinder; 
from. other calculated results^ less than ten percent of the good event 
sequences involve intera.;tior.s in the lower half of the volume for the 
cases shown.o The selection of four cm as the maximum length to be eon-
fi.idered in the parameter Variation study was based on an analysis of the 
density plots and the calculated distributionso 
Scattering Number Distributions 
In order to obtain data on the extent arid type of sequential gamma 
interactions in germanium,, Computer calculations were performed In which 
each scattering sequence was categorized according to the number of gamma 
interactions occurring before total absorption or escape from the volume<, 
Tabulated interaction distribution data for several cases are given In 
Table G} where all data have been normalized to 10
6 photoris emitted from 
a gamma source located 2*0 cm above the deteetor volume, Because the 
data are normalized to the same number of photons from the source,, the 
table shows the relative number of gammas of various energies which undergo 
SOIJRCE * SOURCE 
2 cm 
cm 




Figure 15. Density Plot for Gamma Interaction 
Locations for 662 keV Gammas Inci-
dent on a Germanium Cylinder 
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Figure 16. Density Plot for Gamma Interaction 
Locations for 1332 keV Gammas Inci-
dent on a Germanium Cylinder 
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Table 6. Kumber of Gammas Which Escape or Are Captured an a Given 
Interaction Number per 10 Gammas from Source 
r ) e t e c t o i Gamma 
Energy 
Ho» of I n t e r a c t i o n s b e f o r e Escape o r Capi i u r e 
1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 
(keV> 
Es :.ape E i s t r i b u t i o n 
PD1 320 17065 3811 1768 237 1+8 0 5 
(H 
- 1 cm J 662 16603 3527 759 138 20 0 1 = l o c 1332 135^2 2^91 558 85 21 1+ 0 
1836 11822 205^ i+32 7 7 18 1 0 
275*+ 9780 1525 323 62 13 2 0 
pue 320 18600 5060 1115 272 38 0 7 
Ü 
= 2 cm 
an/ 
662 20002 5^22 139^ 36i+ 92 15 k 
-- 1,5 c 1332 17127 U238 111+2 256 60 16 3 
1836 15300 3636 883 206 69 13 1+ 
275I+ 13250 281+0 700 158 1+0 7 3 
PDl+ 320 17750 568O 1^32 281+ 99 1+ 0 
YF. 
« i+ cm 
W 
662 20972 6836 1906 598 172 28 6 
- 1.5 c 1332 18881+ 3673 1721 1+50 126 33 1+ 
1836 1711.6 5050 1500 1+19 91 22 8 
275^ 1^700 




i b u t i o n 
27^ 76 22 9 
PD1 320 1+286 5333 201+5 75^ 221 56 9 
(S = 1 cm im/ 662 117 657 626 369 138 58 18 -~ 1 = 5 • 1332 73 l+ll 392 231 86 36 11 
1836 28 281+ 251 176 69 22 7 
275^ 10 V7k 163 111+ 1+8 16 1+ 
PDS 320 5675 8218 3568 16I+3 562 188 21+ 
G = 2 cm J 662 '
v60 2196 1753 1023 kkk 181 1+2 
= 1.5 " 1332 379 1183 1129 8ll+ 378 ll+2 1+7 
1836 99 636 7^9 512 230 108 23 
275^ 13 291+ 3^9 280 138 60 15 
PDl+ 320 61+66 9610 I+7I+6 21+81 928 306 50 
G; - k ":m mV 662 829 2589 21+70 1781 826 309 103 » 1.5 1332 156 901 12^+5 912 I+85 229 106 
1836 h3 587 909 699 360 162 75 
275^ 20 362 565 I+63 2l+8 112 38 
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capture or escape, as well as the number of interactions involved in the 
typical scattering sequence. In Figure YJ, two distributions from Table 
6 are plotted to display the general features of the scattering number 
distribution for partial energy and full-energy event sequences. 
From these data it is seen that the most probable fate for an in-
cident gamma is a Single Compton or pair production interaction followed 
by escape of the scattered photon or annihilation photon pair. This 
one-interaction sequence is the primary source of partial energy events 
occurring in a germanium detector. By comparison, the sequences in which 
the entire gamma energy is captured in the detector have a most probable 
number of interactions of two or three, with four or more interactions 
also observed to be common. In none of the distributions for sequences 
ending in capture was the Single interaction the most probable sequence. 
These results are pertinent to detector concepts based on multiple 
gamma interactions in showing that abundant multiple scattering accom-
panies füll energy absorption processes, while a major portion of the 
partial energy events occurs as a Single interaction, This behavior is 
quantitatively shown by the data of Table 7 which gives the fractions 
and normalized numbers of event sequences which are comprised of a Single 
interaction only. In the ränge of cases considered, between 69 percent 
and Qh percent of the partial energy events would be eliminated by re-
jeeting one-interaction sequences, while only about 1 percent to 3^ per-
cent of the füll energy events would be eliminated. If a fixed number 
of gammas from the source is chosen as the basis for comparison, the 
number of partial energy events eliminated by neglecting Single interac-
tions exceeds the number of füll energy events which would be eliminated 
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17b) Number Distribution for 275^ keV Incident Gammas 
Figure 17« Gamma Interaction Number Distributions for a Germanium 
Cylinder of Radius 1.5 cm, Length 2.0 cm, and a Source-
to-Cylinder Diätance of 2.0 cm 
Table 7° Füll Energy and Partial Energy Gamma Scattering Sequences Comprised of a Single 
Interaction (source is 2 cm above volume) 
Detector Size (cm) 320 keV 662 keV 1332 keV 275^ keV 
Radius Length Füll Partial Füll Partial Füll Partial Füll Partial 
Percentage of ' All Events of That Type 
1.5 1.0 33-7 75.6 15.9 78.9 5.87 81.8 I.96 83.7 
1.5 2.0 28.5 7^3 11.9 73*3 ^.17 75*0 1.16 77.8 
1.5 k.o 26.3 70.0 9o25 68.7 3.81+ 70.0 1.12 73.2 
2.0 2.0 26.9 72.9 11.0 71.2 3.60 73.^ 0.60 76.8 
Number per 10s Gammas from Source 
1.5 1.0 1+286 17065 117 16603 73 135^2 11 9780 
1.5 2.0 5675 18600 760 20002 110 17127 13 13250 
1.5 k.o 61+66 17750 829 20972 156 18881+ 20 11+700 
2.0 2.0 9130 26867 1309 29879 189 261+21 15 2007̂ + 
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It should be noted. that the maximum relative peak efficiency for 
a detector System accepting only multiple gamma interactions as compared 
to accepting all events is set by the fraction of füll energy events lost 
by neglecting one-interaction sequencesc For the cases given, the upper 
bound on relative efficiency would vary from about 66 percent at 320 keV 
to greater than 99 percent at 275I+ keV. The relative efficiency of an 
actual detector requiring multiple gamma interactions will be less than 
the theoretical maximum by the fraction of multiple events which is not 
recognized as such by the Instrumentation System. 
Average Energy Loss versus Event Number 
In the Computer caleulations the amount of energy transferred to 
the electron during each photon-electron interaction was recorded as a 
function of the interaction number for that incident gamma, After all 
scattering data were catalogued for a given Computer run, the average 
energy loss per collision versus interaction number was calculated. The 
calculated average energy loss includes the contribution from all types 
of interactions which occurred for a given interaction number in all 
scattering sequences. 
Figure 18 shows a plot of the computed average energy loss as 
defined above versus interaction number for a cylindrical germanium 
volume of radius 1„5 cm and length U.O cm, These data are typical of 
those calculated for each of the detector volumes of the analysis» Note 
that the average energy loss per collision for the first interaction is 
approximately half of the incident gamma energy and that, regardless of 
the incident energy, the average energy transferred to electrons quickly 
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Figure 18. Average Gamma Energy Loss per Collision versus Gamma 
Interaction Number in a Germanium Cylinder of Radius 
1.5 cm and Length 2.0 cm 
The ränge in germanium for electrons within this energy span can 
be calculated using the empirical electron range-energy equation of 
71 Katz and Penfold1 
H (mg/cm2) = 412 E ^ 2 0 5 " °-°^k to E> (12) 
where E = electron energy in MeV 
For electron energies of 100, 500, and 1000 keV, the calculated electron 
ranges are 26, 306, and 773 microns, respectively. Based on the small 
average energy transfer per interaction as indicated from the data of 
Figure 18, the ränge of primary electrons is expected to be small ccm-
pared to the dimensions of the detector volumes considered in this 
analysis. 
6o 
Qualitative Description of Multiple Scattering 
By the use of the eombined calculated results on geometrical gamma 
interaction locations, scattering number distributions, and average energy 
transferred to the electrons, a qualitative description of multiple scat-
tering in state-of-the-art germanium detector volumes can be formulated, 
These eomments apply only for the previously defined ränge of gamma 
energies and detector dimensions« 
First, partial energy gamma scattering sequences are more probable 
than füll energy scattering sequences, and the most likely interaction 
sequence is a Single interaction followed by escape of the scattered 
gamma or annihilation gammas. Seeondly, for füll energy scattering se-
quences, multiple gamma scattering is predominant, with the most probable 
number of interactions being two or three, On the average, these se-
quences are comprised of gamma interactions separated by distances of the 
order of a centimeter for the first one or two interactions, and by dis-
tances of millimeters for subsequei.t interactions. 
Thirdly, after the first interaction the energy given to the elec-
tron in each gamma interaction is on the average a small fraction of the 
incident gamma energy* Thus the consequence of a multiple sequence is 
typically the production of several spatially remote regions of localized 
Charge within the detector volume0 
This composite scattering picture indicates that, at least in 
theory, partial energy events may be suppressed preferentially with re-
spect to füll energy sequences by requiring multiple gamma scattering 
and that the maximum intrinsic loss of peak efficiency is not greater 
than about one third of the efficiency for accepting all detected events. 
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The presence of multiple events might be established in germanium detec-
tors 'by identifying the geometrical regio?! of Charge collection or by 
the pulse shape characteristics caused by different Charge transit times. 
The task then is to define the detector and Instrumentation Systems which 
can effectively identify and record the energy of the multiple interaction 
sequences<> 
Computer Analysis of Sum-Coincidence Spectrometers 
The sum-coincidence gamma spectrometers described in the in~roduc-
tory sections of this report select multiple gamma interaction. sequences 
by requiring coincident interactions in independent active detector vol-
umes o Performance of these sum-coincidence spectrometers is known to 
depend on several physieal parameters of the germanium detector and on 
energy requirements for accepted gamma events. Computer calculations 
with the Monte Carlo model were used. to provide a basis for characteriz-
ing the effect of important parameters and for specifying detector Systems 
which maximize selected Performance criteria» Based on a review of the 
general characteristics of gamma scattering in attainable germanium de-
tector volumes, the detector volumes and gamma energies which were listed 
previously in Table k were selected for the parameter Variation studies. 
Interaction Mode for Füll Energy Events 
In the empirical analyses of germanium sum-coincidence spectrom-
eter (SCS) Operation as given by previous investigators, ' f } the 
primary interaction mode has been postulated as a large-angle Compton 
interaction in one detector volume, followed by capture of the low-energy 






19a) Backscatter Event Mode 19b) Small-Angle Event Mode 
Figure 19« Postulated Interaction Modes for Pull Energy Events in 
Sum-Coincidence Spectrometers 














20a) Stacked Planar Configuration 20b) Concentric Cylindrical 
Configuration 
Figure 20. Stacked Planar and Concentric Cylinder Detector Geome-
tries for Sum-Coincidence Spectrometers 
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Detector configurations and energy discrimination criteria were chosen 
to maximize the occurrence and detection of the backscatter-capture se-
quence. Energy requirements of a large energy release in the second 
detector from the backscatter interaction and a small energy release in 
the first detector were observed to enhance Compton suppression per-
~ 56,60 formance. ' 
Early in this study it became apparent that the dominant role of 
the backscatter interaction mode for SCS Operation was in conflict with 
the computed results of this analysis. The Computer program was expanded 
to give specific output Information on the number of good (füll energy) 
and bad (partial energy) gamma interaction sequences originating in each 
active detector volume. If the backscatter mode were dominant, then a 
majority of the good events should originate in the second detector vol-
ume. The computed results predicted the opposite behavior; the calculated 
ratios of good events originating in the first volume to those originating 
in the second volume as given in Table 8 show that, for most cases, only 
a minor fraction of the füll energy events is initiated in the second 
detector volume» 
The success of the energy selection requirements based on the back-
scatter mode then requires explanation. One possible alternate mode 
giving approximately the same division of energy between detector volumes 
is the occurrence of a small-angle Compton event in the first detector 
followed in the second detector by multiple interactions ending in com-
plete absorption (Figure 19b). The general description of gamma scatter-
ing behavior developed in the previous section tends to support this con-
cept. Those data showed that a major fraction of interaction sequences 
6h 
was initiated by small-angle Compton interactions and that extensive 
multiple scattering is associated with good events, Both phenomena 
would be required for the small-angle Compton mechanism to account for 
an appreciable number of good event sequences. 
Table 8, Calculated Ratio of Füll Energy Events Initiated 
in Volumes 1 and 2 for Selected Detector Geometries 
and Gamma Energies (see Figure 19a) 
Detector Geometry Ratio = 
Dimensions LDC 
(cm) (cm) 
R = 1.5 0 . 2 5 
L = l o O 0.1+5 
0 , 6 5 
R = 1.5 0.1*5 
L = 1+.0 0 . 9 5 
1,95 
2 . 9 5 
R = 2 , 0 0 . 2 5 
0 , 7 5 
1.25 
1.75 
No. Initiated in Volume 1 
No. Initiated in Volume 2 
Gamma Energy in keV 







0 . 9 5 3 
0 . 9 9 7 
O.983 
0 . 9 1 3 
0 . 9 8 8 
O.989 
2 , 5 7 
3 , 9 1 
5 .88 
5 ,88 
2 . 0 2 
2 . 7 1 
4 . 0 0 
3 ,70 
1.90 
2 . 5 2 
2 , 9 2 




2 . 1 1 
2 . 1 1 
2 . 6 3 
2 . 9 7 
2 . 1 8 
1 .63 
1,97 
2 . 1 7 
2 . 2 2 
1,1+3 
1*73 






It may appear that the small-angle mechanism for good multiple 
interaetion events is in conflict with the data presented in Figure 18. 
Those data showed that the average gamma energy loss per collision for 
the first interaetion was approximately one half of the ineident gamma 
energy. From equation 3* however,, the Compton scattering angle for the 
loss of one half of the energy of a 275^ keV gamma is calculated to be 
only 35-5 degrees. In addition, the data of Figure 18 include not only 
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füll energy multiple scattering sequences but also partial energy se-
quences and one-interaction absorptions in which the entire energy of the 
gamma is captured. 
The computed results also indicate that other scattering sequence 
types contribute significantly to the total number of füll energy events, 
For concentric cylindrical active detector regions with the source on 
the axis above the detector, approximately equal numbers of good events 
were calculated to be initiated in each active region» 
Detector Volume and Volume Ratios 
Because of the difficulty in relating the physical characteristics 
of a detector to the behavior of that detector in the sum-coincidence 
mode, the configurations of previous SCS detectors have largely been 
determined by the preferences of the experimenter and by the shape of the 
germanium ingot to be lithium drifted. Using the Monte Carlo model, data 
have been calculated to establish the relationship of physical detector 
Parameters to Ge(Li) detector Performance in the sum-coincidence mode. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the sum-coincidence mode requires that coinci-
dent events be detected in electrically independent active detector vol-
umes. 
For the ränge of external detector volumes given in Table h} the 
internal active volumes were defined by specifying the location of the 
horizontal or vertical inactive region separating the active volumes, as 
shown in Figures 20a and 20b» Calculated absolute peak efficiencies as 
a Function of the position of a horizontal dead layer of 1.0 mm thickness 






DISTANCE OF DEAD LAYER BELOW 
FRONT DETECTOR SURFACE (cm) 
11 NO. PET. R L 
1 1 PD22 2 .0 2 .0 
2 PD4 1.5 k.O 
3 PD2 1.5 2.0 
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Figure 21. Calculated Absolute Peak Efficiencies 
versus Location of a 1 mm Thick Dead 
Layer for Sum-Coincidence Operation 
of Stacked Planar Detectors 
Figure 22. Calculated Absolute Peak Efficiencies 
versus Gamma Energy for Sum-Coincidence 
Operation of Optimized Stacked Planar 
Detectors OA 
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is defined as the number of recorded counts in the füll energy peak, 
divided by the total number of gammas of that energy emitted from the 
source, For the data given, the source-to-detector distance was 2*0 cm. 
Efficiency curves for the intermediate energies fall in a regulär manner 
between the curves shown for 320 keV and 275̂ + keV. 
The efficiency data show that, for maximum efficiency, the volume 
of the front detector should be about 0°H of the total detector volume 
for overall detector lengths of 2 cm or less» For detector lengths of 
2 cm to h cm the optimum thickness for the front detector varies from 
about 0o9 cm at 320 keV to about 1.2 cm at 275^ keV. The maximum effi-
ciency position of the separating layer was observed to be insensitive 
to the radius of the detector for radii of less than 3 cm, 
Peak-to-Compton ratios, given in Table 9; are less sensitive than 
is the efficiency to the location of the 1.0 mm thick separating layer and 
inence to the volume ratios» The broad maxima observed for these peak-to-
Compton data appear to occur for nearly the same locations of the separat-
ing inaetive layers as do the efficiency maxima from Figure 21. 
The conditions for location of the separating inaetive layer which 
give maximum efficiency, as taken from Figure 21, were used in calcula-
tions of absolute efficiency versus gamma energy for SCS Operation of 
four detector configurations« Figure 22 is a plot of these calculated 
füll energy peak efficiencies for an assumed separating dead layer thick-
ness of 1.0 mm» Source-to-detector distance was again assumed to be 2»0 
cm» The data show that the peak efficiency doubles over the entire energy 
ränge when the detector length is increased from 1.0 cm to 2.0 cm, but 
that an additional increase of 50 percent or less is gained by increasing 
Table 9« Calculated Peak-to-Compton Ratios (counts) versus Dead 
Layer Position for Sum-Coincidence Operation (see Fig-
ure 20 for detector geometry specifications) 
D e t e c t o r S t a c k e d P l a n a r Data Concent 
Rl 
r i c C y l i n d r 
P/C R a t i o 
Lcal Data 
LDC P/C R a t i c ( c o u n t s ) ( c o u n t s ) 
(cm) 320 keV 2751+ keV (cm) 320 keV 275^ keV 
PD1 0 , 1 5 0*86 0 , 1 3 0 , 2 0 . 9 3 0 . 2 3 
(R = 1.5) 
\L = 1 . 0 / 0*35 
0 , 8 8 0 , 1 5 0.1+ 1.3 0 . 2 0 
0 . 5 5 0 , 8 7 0 . 1 5 0 , 7 1.3 0.21+ 
0 , 6 5 0 , 1 1 0 . 9 l . l 0 . 2 0 
0 , 7 5 0 , 7 5 1,2 0 . 9 1 0 . 1 9 
PDl+ 0,1+5 1.3 0 , 2 1 0 , 2 1.1+ 0 . 3 
(R = 1 .5^ 
\L - l+,0/ 0 ,95 
1,1+ 0 , 2 2 0,1+ 1=5 0 , 2 7 
1,1+5 1,1+ 0 , 2 3 0 . 7 1-3 0 . 2 8 
2,1+5 1 ,1 0 , 2 1 0 , 9 1.2 0.21+ 
3 ^ 5 0 ,85 0 , 1 6 1,2 0 . 9 1 0 . 1 9 
PD1+1+ 0.U 1.8 0.1+2 
(R = 2 , 2 \ 
\L = i+0o; 











0 , 3 ^ 
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the length from 2.0 cm to ^.0 cm. By increasing the radius of the de-
tector from 1.5 to 2.0 cm for a 2.0 cm length,, a much larger efficiency 
gain is realized. Although the total volume of detector PD22 is less 
that that of PD̂ l, the efficiency is greater. These data indicate that, 
for SCS Operation, increasing the length of this type of detector "beyond 
about 2.0 cm yields diminishing returns in efficiency but that increasing 
the surface area presented to the source appears to yield efficiency in-
creases nearly proportional to the added area. 
Absolute efficiency data were also calculated for the external 
detector dimensions of Figure 21 but with concentric cylindrical active 
regions as shown in Figure 20b. For these cases the parameter varied 
was the location of the cylindrical annular inaetive volume. Figures 
23a and 23b show the absolute peak efficiencies versus the radial posi-
tions of a 1.0 mm thick annular dead layer for energies of 320 keV and 
275^ keV, respectively. Observe that the radial position of the separat-
ing dead layer which gives maximum efficiency is nearly independent of 
the detector length and that the increase in efficiency with increasing 
length is significantly greater than for the horizontal separating layer 
cases. Peak-to-Compton ratios (counts) as taken from calculated spectra 
for concentric cylindrical volumes are given in Table 9 along with the 
stacked planar detector data. The peak-to-Compton Performance for the 
concentric cylindrical configurations excels that for the stacked planar 
geometries, especially for the -̂.0 cm detector length. The application 
of these data to selecting detector geometries for specific gamma energy 
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Figure 23. Calculated Absolute Peak Efficiencies versus the Location of a 1 mm Thick Dead Layer 
for Sum-Coincidence Operation of Concentric Cylindrical Detectors 
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Inactive (Dead) Layer Thickness 
The general description of gamma scattering in germanium as given 
in a previous section indicates that extensive multiple interactions 
acCompany füll energy scattering sequences. In view of the expected 
pathlengths of gammas as given in Figure ik, the incidence of interaction 
of gammas traversing the inactive layer separating the active volumes 
would be expected to result in the shifting of a number of potential 
füll energy events into the partial energy category» Monte Carlo calcu-
lations which provided quantitative data on the phenomenonccohfirmed1 that 
detector Performance is strongly dependent upon the thickness of the dead 
layer separating the active detector volumes, 
Figures 2k and 25 show the dependence of absolute füll energy peak 
efficiency and peak-to-Compton ratio, respectively, on the thickness of 
the separating dead. layer. The plotted data are for detector PD1 with 
the dead layer located as shown in Figure 2k. These data, which are 
typieal for all geometries of this study, show that efficiency can be 
reduced by factors of more than four and peak-to-Compton ratio by more 
than two by increasing the thickness of the dead layer from zero to 5°0 
millimeters. 
The presence of dead layers in previous SCS detectors probat»ly 
aceounts for a portion of the poor efficiency displayed by these Systems. 
Detector fabrication techniques which eliminate the dead layer ' would 
appear to offer superior low energy Performance for sum-coincidence 
Systems. 
Energy Partitioning Between Detector Volumes 
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Figure 24. Calculated Absolute Peak Efficiency 
versus Dead Layer Thickness for Sum-






A DL (dead layer thickness in mm.) 
Figure 25. Calculated Peak~to-Compton Ratio 
versus Dead Layer Thickness for Sum-




that peak-to-Compton ratios can be improved by discriminating against 
detector Signals which fall within specified energy ranges. As a means 
of analyzing the effect on detector Performance of energy discrimination 
criteria, the mathematical model was programmed to display a two-
parameter spectrum of the energy recorded in one detector versus the 
energy recorded in the second detector for coincidence events only» 
Figure 26 is a diagram showing the expected location of gamma 
events as displayed on the two-parameter spectrum, Each gamma which 
interacts in both detector volumes contributes to the energy surface a 
"point" which has a y-coordinate determined Toy the energy (E]_) deposited 
in volume 1 and an x-coordinate determined by the energy (E3) deposited 
in volume 2„ In a sum-coincidence System the signal from the two detec-
tors is summed linearly before the energy analysis Operation, In the 
conventional one-dimensional display of the summed energy spectrum, 
eounts at a particular energy, E , are contributed by any partitioning 
s 
of energy between the two volumes which combines to give the energy E . 
s 
Note that, on the energy surface, points of constant E lie along a di-
s 
agonal line intercepting each axis at the energy E = 
s 
As shown in Figure 26, when the sum of the energy from the detec-
tors, E , represents the total energy of the incident gamma, E , a count 
S JL' 
is produced which falls on the "füll energy" diagonal line defined by 
Ei t Eg = E . Partial energy scattering sequences (Ex + E2 < E ) which 
satisfy the coincidence requirement produce a count which falls below 
the füll energy diagonal line, Low-level discrimination is the exclusion 
of all events below a line parallel to one axis and intersecting the other 
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ENERGY FROM DETECTOR 2 
Figure 26. Location of Recorded Gamma Events on a Two-Parameter Energy 





ENERGY RECORDED IN DETECTOR 2 
3.0 
Figure 27. Location of Füll Energy Event Concentrations on the Two-
Parameter Energy Spectra (region 2 is the region of 
concentration of füll energy events) 
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would tdeätify those events falling between two lines perpendicular to 
the energy axis for that detector volume and intersecting the axis at 
the energy bounds of the window» Simultaneous energy Windows on each 
detector Output would define a rectangular energy "surface" of events to 
be accepted or reieeted-
For either experimental or computed detector Operation^ the two-
parameter spectrum was recorded by dividing the x-axis and y-axis (one 
for each detector volume) into regulär energy increments and sorting 
each coincident set of events into the energy "square" defined by the 
energy increment satisfied in each of the two detector volumes. In the 
Computer Output, the two-parameter spectrum is simply a two-dimensional 
array in which each element is the number of events meeting the simul-
taneous energy requirements for that square. In the two-parameter spec-
tra to be presented, the constant energy diagonal line is broadened 
into a zone" because the diagonal may pass through adjacent incremental 
energy Squares. 
The analysis of a variety of computed two-parameter spectra showed 
that the füll energy events tended to be concentrated at certain loca-
tions along the füll energy diagonals. This localization of füll energy 
events is illustrated in Figure 27° In the two-parameter display, the 
füll energy diagonals (only) for several incident gamma energies are 
diagramed» Regions of concentration of events occur where the diagonals 
pass through the zones designated as region 2. For low-energy gammas, 
füll energy events tend to concentrate near the center of the diagonal 
but, as the energy inereases, a dis~inct Separation of events occurs into 
two portions of the diagonal. The location of the partial energy events 
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on the energy surface and observations of how selcctive energy discrimi-
nation ean be applied will be discussed by a summary review of the eom-
puted spectra. 
Computed spectra for radial and horizontal dead layer detector 
geometries are given in Figures 28 and 29 for 320 keV and 662 keV gammas, 
respectively. The füll energy diagonal zone is indicated by the two di-
agonal lines which enclose all of the füll energy counts. For the 
radial dead layer geometry, symmetrical energy distributions along the 
diagonals are observed in the detectors because the gammas incident onto 
either active volume require approximately the same angular def'lections 
to initiate a successful scattering sequence. 'Note that discriminator 
thresholds of up to 150 keV on the Output of each volume would leave 
intact a majority of the füll energy peak counts« 
The horizontal dead layer cases show a shift toward a concentra-
tion of energy in the lower detector volume, and at 662 keV, the begin-
ning of the split into two regions on the füll energy diagonal can be 
identified, Partial energy events are seen to be localized in the re-
gions corresponding approximately to scatter at the Compton edge energy 
in one detector volume, with a low energy Compton event in the other 
volume, 
As may be seen in Figure 30, the localization of events into two 
regions of the energy surface is more pronounced for 1332 keV gammas. 
At 275^ keV, the two localized energy zones are in evidence, along with 
a "double-escape" phenomenon for partial energy events as shown in the 
two-parameter spectrum of Figure 31« A true double-escape would not be 
detected by a sum-coincidence System since it involves only a Single 
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28b) Concentric Cylindrical Geometry 
Figure 28. Two-Parameter Energy Spectra for 320 keV Gammas 
(constant-coiint contoiir lines shown) 
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60 kev per Energy Increment 
ENERGY IN DE1ECTOR 2 662 keV 
29a) Stacked Planar Geometry 
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Figure 29. Two-Parameter Energy Spectra for 662 keV Gammas 
(constant-count contour lines shown) 
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60 keV per Energy Increment 
EEERGY IN DETECTOR 2 
30a) Stacked Planar Geometry 
ENERGY BT DETECTOR 2 
30b) Concentric Cylindrical Geometry 
Figure 30. Two-Parameter Energy Spectra for 1332 keV Gammas 
(constant-count contour lines shown) 
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31a) Stackeä Planar Geometry 
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Figure 31, Two-Parameter Energy Spectra for 2754 keV Gammas 
(constant-count contour lines shown) 
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interaetion. The prominent concentration of events at approximately 1.75 
MeV in both detector volumes is probably the result of a pair-production 
event in one volume, followed by a Compton scatter or complete absorp-
tion of one annihilation gamma in the other volume. On the summed single-
dimensional energy spectrum this phenomenon produces what has been re-
ferred to by Camp as the "strangö .hump,'L'W'hlcĥ w'öüld "produce "a'highly 
discontinuous background, becoming intolerable for anything more than 
simple spectra." 
For all experimental two-parameter speetra, the counts comprising 
a given füll energy peak must also fall along a Single constant energy 
diagonal whose width is determined by the energy resolution of the Sys-
tem. Regions of concentration of partial energy events through which 
the constant energy diagonal passes contribute the plateau upon which 
the füll energy peak appears in the summed spectrum. Thus^ for a sum-
coincidence System,, Performance improvement is realized either by select-
ing regions of concentration of füll energy events or rejecting regions 
of concentration for partial energy events. 
In generale this may be accomplished by rejecting events in energy 
regions 1 and 3 of Figure 27» Region 1 is eliminated by imposing lower 
energy threshold settings on both detector Outputs. From the Computer 
results«, threshold levels in the ränge of 100 keV to 200 keV appear to 
maximize the peak-to-Compton ratio while eliminating an acceptable number 
of füll energy events. Table 10 gives an example of the effect of impos-
ing symmetrical threshold levels on a stacked planar detector of 1.5 cm 
radius by 2.0 cm length for 1332 keV gammas. Note that a symmetrical dis-
criminator level of 150 keV gives the greatest peak-to-Compton ratio, 
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while at the same time reducing the efficiency by only 15 percent« 
Counts in Region 3 of Figure 27 are eliminated by requiring that 
the recorded energy does not simultaneously exceed a specified upper 
limit in both detector volumes. 
Selective elimination of localized regions of partial energy 
events on the energy surface may be used to eliminate known interference 
contributions. As an example, the hump from the "double escape" events 
of Figure 31 may be eliminated by setting narrow energy Windows on each 
detector output at the double escape energy. Such selective discrimina-
tion would reject füll energy events only at the intersections on the 
energy surface of the narrow energy window zones and the füll energy 
diagonals. 
The preferential selection of füll energy events also can be ac-
complished by setting two-dimensional Windows on the energy surface to 
accept events from regions of concentration of füll energy events along 
the constant energy diagonal. Regions of concentration can be identi-
fied from data such as those presented in Figures 28 through 31° 
Table 10» Calculated Peak-to-Compton Ratio and Relative 
Efficiency versus Discriminator Level 
Disc. Level (keV) Peak/Compton'.Ratio Relative Efficiency 
0 59 1.0 
50 85 0.98 
100 88 O.95 
150 97 0,85 
200 91 0.72 
250 6k 0.47 
300 58 0.37 
1+00 60 0 = 25 
R = 1.5 cm; L = 2.0 cm; source distance =2.0 cm, 1.0 mm horizontal dead 
layer at 0.8 cm; 3 keV FWHM resolution. 
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Experimental Results 
As a Supplement to the Computer study, experimental data for 
Operation of SCS Systems were obtained and correlated with the calculated 
resultso Comparisons were made of the general shape of the energy spec-
trum, of the peak efficiency, and of the energy partitioning between 
detector volumes«, 
For all efficiency caleulations? between 500 and 2500 counts were 
recorded in the füll energy peak during Computer runs for experimental 
correlation and Performance optimization« The maximum Statistical error 
in calculated Sfficienciea was about- lU percent based on a confidence 
limit of three Standard deviations, Possible error limits of ten percent 
were estimated for the experimental measurements; ten percent error limits 
6l have also been used by ot'her experimenters in sum-coincidence Studies <> 
For comparing computed and measured spectra the uncer^ainty in the actual 
energy resolution introduces additional error if the two spectra are nor-
malized. based on the height of the füll eriergy peak or if peak-to-Compton 
ratios (height) are calculated» If the peaks are Gaussian, an assumed 
FWHM resolution. of 6.0 keV for an actual resolution of 7-0 keV would 
introduee a 12«5 percent error in the normalization factorn For an as-
sumed 2»0 keV FWHM resolution and an actual resolution of 3°0 keV̂ , the 
normalization error would be 25°5 percent. 
Figure 32 is a comparison of the computed and measured spectra 
shapes for sum-only and sum-coincidence Operation of a concentric cylin-
drical detector» This detector had an outside radius of 13 mm, a central 
hole of 3»5 mm, and a length of 22 im. The radial thickness of each 
active volume was 3»5 mm and the thickness of the separating dead layer 
8k 
32a) S-um-Only Spectra from SCS #1 
(Dotted Lines Represent Data 
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Figure 32. Measured and Computed Energy Spectra of the Sum-Coinci-
dence Spectrometer System Described in Reference 6l 
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was 2.5 ro= The computed spectra are Cal-Comp plots of data generated by 
the Monte Carlo model, and the measured spectra were scaled directly 
6l 
from a previous publication» Essential features of the spectra such 
as peak-to-Compton ratio and ratio of peak heights for sum-only and sum-
coincidence Operation are seen to be in good agreement» The general 
shape of the spectra is also very similar except for the low-energy end 
of the sum-only spectrum» In the low-energy region the difference is 
caused by scattering from surrounding materials and by loss mechanisms 
within the actual SCS detector which are not considered in the Computer 
modele 
Using the detector and Instrumentation described in Chapter IV5 
measurements of absolute peak efficiency for sum-only and sum-eoineidence 
Operation were made for gamma energies cf 320 keV to 275̂ - keVo Computed 
effieiencies for this detector configuration for the same source energies 
eompare with the measured values as shown in Figure 33° The observed 
differences between measured and calculated Performance are within the 
possible error related to uncertainties in the actual dimensions of the 
inactive internal volumes of the detector, Note that the calculated ef-
fieiencies as compared to measured values are greater for sum-only 
Operation and less for sum-eoineidence Operation, Thus the relatively 
poor efficiency for sum-eoineidence Operation tends to be magnified by 
the Computer results» 
Experimental data were also obtained to verify the behavior of the 
partitioning of energy between detector volumes as predicted. by the Monte 
Carlo modelo The two-dimensional energy surface presentation of coinci-
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be used to display the meäsured sum-coincidence spectrometer Performance. 
One of the significant features of the two-parameter spectra as pre-
dicted from the computed results was the concentration of füll energy 
events into two regions along the diagonal line representlng the capture 
cf the entire energy of the incidenfc gamma« 
Figure 3^ shows a two-dimensional energy surface whic'h has been 
divided into five zones as indicated by the zone boundary liiies. For 
detector SCS #3* coincidence events recorded for the 1332 keV gamma of 
cobalt-6o eontributed counts to the five energy zones as shown in The 
plot. As is shown by a comparison of the percentage number in each zone 
with the corresponding area of" the computed data of Figure 31* the dis-
tribution of events on the surfäcs is as predicted by the Monte Carlo 
model. 
Table 11 lists the results cf a comparison of measüred and com-
puted relative peak efficiency as a fur..?tion of the energy discriminator 
threshold. The data of this table indicate that the computed threshold 
behavior is in good agreement with the experiment and that the previously 
suggested threshold levels of 100 keV to 200 keV eliminate substantially 
more partial energy events than füll energy events. 
Measüred and computed two-parameter spectra are presented for 
comparison in Figure 35° Each dot on the energy surface display signifies 
the presence of more than a specific number of events in that energy 
square; eaeh increase in dot size indicates an increased number of counts 
in that square by a factor of two» The measüred spectrum was taken from 
the detector designated SCS #3 and is the two-parameter spectrum for the 
1173 keV energy component of cobalt~60o Although the calculated spectrum 
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Table 11. Normalized Efficiencies for Equal Discriminator 
Settings on Each Active Volume of SCS #3 for 















1.00 1.00 1.00 
100 O.96 O.96 O.56 
200 0.7^ 0.81 0.25 
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Figure 35« Measured and Calculated Two-Parameter Energy Spectra 
for Cobalt-60 with Detector SCS #3 
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is for a gamma energy of 1332 keV, the energy difference is so slight 
that the spectrum distributions should be very similar. In each spectrum 
the two components resulting from an initial scatter in either coaxial 
detector volume can be readily identified. The low-energy component near 
the origin is probably the result of a small angle Compton scatter in 
each detector volume, followed by the escape of the twice-scattered gamma 
Figure 36 gives measured two-parameter energy spectra as recorded 
with detector SCS #3 for incident energies ranging from 320 keV to 275*+ 
keV. The 320 keV and 662 keV spectra were for souxces having only a 
Single monoenergetic gamma and show the central concentration of füll 
energy events on the constant energy diagonal. Although the yttrium-88 
and sodium-2̂ - sources have two monoenergetic gamma components, the Split-
ting of füll energy events into two localized regions is still apparent. 
These experimental spectra confirm the computed energy distribution be-
havior as illustrated in Figures 28 through 31» Note that the sharp 
"double-eseape" lines predicted by the Monte Carlo model are apparent in 
the measured spectra for both the 1836 keV and'275*+ keV gamma components. 
A narrow energy window on each detector volume would eliminate this 
interference component. 
Operation of the detector in the sum-coincidence mode led to the 
Observation of another source of extraneous spectrum components. For the 
gamma sources emitting more than one gamma per disIntegration (cobalt-60, 
yttrium-88, sodium-2^), a significant background plateau was in evidence 
in the summed energy spectrum, as shown for cobalt-60 in Figure 37» The 
measured two-parameter spectrum for cobalt-60 as given in Figure 38 shows 
that events above the 1332 kev" constant energy diagonal appear to corres-
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36a) Chrom1i im-51 Spectrum 
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Figure 36. Measured Two-Parameter Energy Spectra for Four Isotopic 
Sources with Detector SCS #3 
1332 keV -j 
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GAMMA. ENERGY 
Figure 37. Measured Sum-Coincidence Energy Spectrum for Co"balt-60 
with Detector SCS # 3 (Discriminators at 500 keV). 
ENERGY IN VOLUME 2 
Figure 38. Measured Two-Parameter Energy Spectrum for Co"balt-60 
with Detector SCS # 3. 
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pond to coineidence events in whieh the two simultaneous gammas interact 
in different active volumes of the SCS detector* An order-of-magnitude 
type of caleulation was made to determine whether coincident events from 
the separate gammas are of sufficient probability to account for the ob-
served behavior» For the geometry of the measurement with cobalt-60^ the 
Computer results indicate that 3»3 percent of the photons interact one 
or more times in the deteetor. From the measured and calculated detector 
geometry, the fraetiors of the inside and outside active volumes are 0,17 
and 0»505 respectively,, of the total volume. The fraction F of the 
total number of disintegraticns for wkich the coineidence requirements 
would. be satisfied by the separate gammas is 
F = 
/ Fraction of disintegrations \ /Probability of \ 
for whieh both gammas inter-j X interaction in both 
\ act in detector / \active volumes 
(13) 
= (0.033 x O0O33) x (2 x 0.17 x 0.50) 
= 1.8 X 10 ~4 
For these same conditionŝ , the measured füll energy peak effici-
encies are 1.7 X 10 4 and 1.1 X 10 5 for symmetrical energy discriminator 
thresholds of 100 keV and 500 keV, respectively. Thus the total number 
of events from coincident gammas will approximately equal the number of 
peak events for low energy thresholds and will greatly exceed the number 
of peak events as the energy thresholds are increased» 
The interferenee contribution from coincident gammas would be 
present for any Isotope whieh emitted multiple gammas within the coinei-
dence resolving time of the SCS System. The interferenee contribution 
is not count-rate dependent but depends only on the probability of 
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satisfying the geometry and energy requirements for coincidence events. 
For SCS Systems the interference could be minimized by selective energy 
discrimination on the energy surface, or by locating the source further 
from the detector. As the source-to-detector distance is inereased, the 
füll energy peak would decrease linearly with the interaction probability, 
while the efficiency for the detection of true coincident gammas would 
decrease as the product of the interaction probabilities for the Single 
gamma components. 
Note that anticoincidence Systems for Compton suppression also are 
affected "by true coincidence gammas from the source» The response of an 
anticoincidence System is different, however, in that füll energy events 
in the Ge(Li) detector are not recorded when the coincident gamma is 
captured in the larger shield detector. 
Comparative Performance of Multiple Scattering Spectrometers 
In the previous sections the effect of parameters which control 
the Performance of multiple scattering spectrometer Systems has been de-
scribed. These results may now be applied to the comparison of multiple 
scattering detectors versus conventional detector Systems and to the 
definition of detector Systems which maximize overall spectrometer Per-
formance in the multiple scattering mode. 
For the sum-coincidence detectors defined in Table h, the detector 
efficiencies in the sum-coincidence mode as compared to sum-only Operation 
of the same detector can be seen from the data of Table 12. Stacked 
planar detector geometries were assumed, with a 1.0 mm dead layer separat-
ing the active volumes and U00 micron dead layers on the external planar 
9h 
surfaces. The relative efficiency in the sum-coincidence mode as com-
pared to that in the sum-only mode is observed to vary from about 10 
percent at 320 keV to about 30 percent at 275*+ keV, The peak-to-Compton 
ratios (height) for 1332 keV gammas for an assumed 3,0 keV FWHM resolu-
tion are also given in Table 12, 
Table 12, Calculated Efficiency and Peak-to-Compton Data 
for Sum-Only and Sum-Coincidence Operation 
Deteetor Operat-
ing Mode 
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These data will be compared by the use of the figure-of-merit 
developed as equations 5 and 6 on page 19» The assumption "will be made 
that the peak efficiency is the same at 1332 keV as for the Compton-edge 
energy at 1100 keV since the efficiency difference is small as may be 
seen from Figure 33» The figure-of-merit becomes 
FOM oc n 1 / & I s \/n %i (1k) 
L i V n E ^1 
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Table 13 gives calculated FOM values from the data listed in 
Table 12 for sum-only, sum-coincidence, and sum-only with anticoincidence 
shields assumed to reduce the Compton peak by factors of 2 and 5 without 
reducing the peak efficiency. Sum-coincidence Operation appears to offer 
improved Performance over the sum-only mode except for detector PDl+, a 
detector of k.O cm length. Anticoincidence Operation with Compton sup-
pression factors of approximately two with these detectors appears to be 
the breakover point above which the anticoincidence mode is favored. 
Table 13. Figure-of-Merit Values for Ea = 1332 keV, Ex = 1100 keV 
(Compton edge) 
Operating Mode Detector Detector Detector Detector 
... „ PD1 PD2 PDl+ PD22 
Sum-Only 0.79 1-57 2.1+0 2.1+8 
Sum-coincidence 1.03 1-92 2.29 ^«00 
Anticoincidence (2) 1.11 2.22 3.1+0 3-51 
Anticoincidence (5) I.76 3-86 5.37 5«55 
* 
Compton suppression factor 
The results presented in Tables 12 and 13 were specialized by de-
termining the Compton interference only at the energy of the Compton 
edge and by including the 1.0 mm dead layer. In an attempt to define a 
more realistic spectroscopy case for comparison, a detector configuration 
was chosen as having Performance characteristics representing the state-
of-the-art (1970) for Ge(Li) detectors. The hypothetical detector geometry 
shown m Figure 39 was selected. 
P-TYPE REGION 
ACTIVE VOLUME 1 
N-TYPE REGION 1 
CIRCTJMFERENTIAL SLOT 
N-TYPE REGION 2 
ACTIVE VOLUME 2 
(Dimensions in cm 
Figure 39« Configuration for Hypothetical Detector ~P~Dkk 
The active detector volume was about 59 cm3 and the resolution was 
assumed to be 3.0 keV FWHM. For sum-coincidence Operation the detector 
was assumed to function as two electrically independent volumes as ef-
fected by the presence of a circumferential slot through the outside 
contact region as shown in the sketch. Calculated peak efficiency and 
peak-to-Compton (height) data for sum-only and sum-coincidence Operation 
of the detector are given in Table ik. 
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Table ik. Calculated Performance of Detector FI)hk in the Sum-Only 
and Sum-Coincidence Modes 
Energy Absolute Peak Efficiency (Peak/Compton) height 
3 keV FWHM, 100 keV Disc. 
(keV) Sum-Only Sum-Coincidence Sum-Only Sum-Coincidence 
320 8.2 0.8i+ 30 > 500 
662 3.k 0.86 26 91 
1332 1.6 0.53 23 82 
I836 1.2 0.^0 22 82 
275^ 0.8 O.30 23 70 
Calculations of the füll energy peak efficiency and the Compton 
plateau "efficiency" at that energy from each higher energy component 
were made for energies of 320,, 662., 1332, 1836, and 275^- keV. Energy 
thresholds of 100 keV on each Output were applied in the calculation. 
Although the Compton reduction factor is significantly greater for the 
sum-coincidence System, the figure-of-merit as shown in Table 15 favors 
the sum-only detector in most of the sample cases. In the cases where 
sum-coiiieidence Performance excels,, antieoincidence Compton suppression 
by factors of two to four on the sum-only mode would equal the sum-
coincidence Performance. 
The predominant emphasis on efficiency occurs because the figure-
of-merit is proportional to efficiency at the peak energy of interest 
but is proportional only to the Square root of the peak-to-Compton ratio. 
Thus the superior peak-to-Compton ratios of the sum-coincidence System 
are more than offset by the efficiency reduction when compared to, sum-only 
Operation of the same detector. Note that these comparative figures-of-
merit hold for any counting time, so long as it is the same for both 
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operating modes. 
Table 15. Figures-of-Merit for Detecting Gamma E1 on the Compton 
Plateau of Gamma E2 for Detector VDkk 
counts 
X 1 
Ei E2 energy 


































As an indication of the effectiveness of the parameter Variation 
study, the Performance of hypothetical detector PD2 and actual detector 
SCS #3 were compared» Although the germanium volume of the two is ap-
proximately the same, the efficiency of the optimized detector PD2 is 
about three times that of detector SCS #3 for all energies. The figure-
of-merit also is about three times greater for detector PD2. A compari-
son of the Performance of detector SCS #3 with that of optimized detector 
FBkk shows that the optimized detector, although five times larger in 
volume, offers an efficiency advantage of 10 and an increase in figure-
of-merit of about 25. 
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Based on an analysis. of the computed results, the efficiency re-
duction is seen to represent the major Performance limitation of sun-
coincidence detectors that can be fabricated by conventional lithium 
drifting techniques. In an attempt to determine whether the inherent 
efficiency limitation on all multiple scattering concepts is as restric-
tive as that shown for the postulated sum-coincidence Systems, the effi-
ciency-data of Table 16 were calculated. Table 16 lists the calculated 
sum-only and sum-coincidence efficiencies for the previously specified 
operating conditions for detectors PD22 and VDkh and also the theoretical 
maximum peak efficiency for multiple scattering Operation of these two 
detectors. 
Table l6. Calculated Efficiencies for Detectors PD22 and PDUU 
for Various Operating Modes 
Energy Detector PD22 Detector PD¥+  
(keV) S-0 M M-S S-C S-0 M M-S S-C 
320 3-1 2.22 0.1+3 8-2 6.3 1-3 
662 1.0 O.90 0.21+ 3.if 3.1 O.93 
1332 0.45 O.kk 0.13 1.6 1.6 0.55 
I836 0.31 0.30 1.2 1.2 
275^ 0.20 0.20 0.07 0.82 0.82 0.31 
S-0 = Sum-Only; M M-S = Maximum Multiple-Scattering; S-C = Sum-Coincidence 
The data for the maximum attainable efficiency in the multiple scattering 
mode are predicated on the assumption that all multiple events are re-
corded except those with interactions in an inactive volume of the detec-
tor. It may be seen from the data that the fraction of multiple scatter-
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ing events detected by the sum-coincidence Systems is less than one third 
of the theoretical maximum value. 
Improvements in the general Performance of sum-coincidence spec-
trometers therefore appear to depend upon the development of detector 
designs which more effectively sense multiple events. From the analysis, 
several possible methods for accomplishing this objective can be recog-
nized. All non-essential inactive volume within the detector should be 
eliminated, as for example the central core of detector PDM+. Concentric 
detectors with the source placed in the central void volume would maxi-
mize the detector surface area, which has been shown to be of importance« 
Another technique to enhance multiple event detection is the use of many 
electrically independent regions within the detector rather than only 
two as in the cases presented here. For example, additional circumfer-
ential slots could be cut into detector ~PT)kk and each isolated region 
operated as a separate active volume. Energy discrimination in three or 
more dimensions then would be possible. The practical limits on such 
techniques are the loss of energy resolution in the detector and the 
requirement for multiple coincidence and summing circuitry. Separate 
detectors might also be employed if fine-gain adjustments are provided 
to correct for the different Charge sensitivity of each detector and ex-
ternal window thicknesses are minimized. 
If pulse shape discrimination or other means of sensing multiple 
events can be devised for conventional semiconductor detectors, then the 
efficiency limitations imposed by the sum-coincidence approach can be 
circumvented. However, the advantages of energy discrimination in more 
than one dimension would be lost. 
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Multiple scattering detectors can also be used in conjunction with 
anticoincidence Systems to achieve further reduction of Compton inter-
ference. Because single-interaction events in the multiple scattering 
detector are rejeeted, the anticoincidence detector would not be required 
to detect the once-scattered, high energy gammas but only the lower energy 
gammas which escape after two or more interactions. 
In summary, for Ge(Li) detectors of less than about 30 cm3 in 
total volume, the sum-coincidence operating mode offered Compton inter-
ference reduction compared to that of anticoincidence Systems with Compton 
suppression factors of from two to five» For state-of-the-art Ge(Li) 
gamma spectrometers in the 60 cm3 volume ränge, the sum-coincidence 
operating mode as compared to sum-only Operation offers superior Per-
formance only in isolated cases. The poor relative efficiency of sum-
coincidence spectrometers is their major Performance limitation. Effi-
ciency improvements appear to be realizable through special detector 
configurations and energy discrimination techniques or, to a greater 





The objectives of this research have been realized in that the 
physical basis for multiple scattering Ge(Li) detectors has been defined, 
Parameters which control spectrometer Performance have been categorized, 
and the practical Performance capabilities of multiple scattering detec-
tors have been evaluated. Approaches for achieving additional improvement 
in the Compton interference reduction attainable from multiple scattering 
(Je(Li) spectrometers have been suggested. 
The objectives were achieved through a combined theoretical 
and experimental program. A Monte Carlo model was developed which cal-
culates gamma scattering behavior for either sum-coincidence or sum-only 
Gre(Li) spectrometers. Computed detector Performance for the gamma energy 
ränge of 320 keV to 275^ keV is shown to be in good agreement with mea-
sured Performance of sum-coincidence spectrometer Systems. 
For the ränge of germanium detector volumes and gamma energies 
considered in this study, the following conclusions can be made based on 
the results presented in this thesis: 
1. The extent and nature of multiple gamma scattering in detector 
sized volumes of germanium are adequate to support Compton suppression 
concepts based on multiple scattering. Füll energy interaction sequences 
are charaeterized by an average of approximately three gamma interactions 
separated by distances of the order of a centimeter, and only a minor 
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fraction of füll energy events would be eliminated by requiring multiple 
interaetions. On the other hand, a Single interaction followed by escape 
of the scattered gamma is the most probable sequence for partial energy 
events which contribute interference counts to the recorded gamma energy 
spectrum. 
2. Parameter Variation study results presented in this thesis 
provide a basis for selecting sum-coincidence detector configurations 
and energy discrimination criteria for reducing Compton interference for 
gamma spectroscopy applications. Specifically, the dependence of füll 
energy peak efficiency and peak-to-Compton ratio upon detector geometry 
Parameters and energy selection requirements have been categorized for 
sum-coincidence Operation of stacked planar and concentric cylindrical 
detector geometries. A severe Performance reduction is shown to be 
caused by internal inactive layers between active volumes, which appears 
to favor separate-detector spectrometers with thin interface dead layers, 
or configurations which entirely eliminate the dead layer. 
3« Except for isolated combinations of gamma energies, spectrom-
eters based on sum-coincidence Operation do not appear to offer advan-
tageous Compton interference reduction as compared to State-of-the-art 
Ge(Li) detectors. This conclusion is based on comparative Performance 
calculated for sum-only and sum-coincidence Operation of a hypothetical 
60 cm3 coaxial Ge(Li) detector. For Ge(Li) detectors of up to 2 cm in 
length and about 25 cm3 in volume, sum-coincidence Operation was calcu-
lated to give an equivalent Compton suppression factor of about two. 
k. The efficiency reduction which represents the major Perform-
ance limitation for sum-coincidence spectrometers is not an inherent 
10l+ 
characteristic of multiple scattering spectrometers, and probably can be 
overcome by the development of alternate methods of identifying multiple 
interactions within a Ge(Li) detector System. Possible alternate methods 
include pulse shape Identification or optical transition detection which 
could be correlated to multiple gamma interactions. Additional peak-to-
Compton Performance can be realized over that offered by any existing 
sum-coincidence detector by setting energy discrimination requirements 
based on the distribution of events on the two-parameter surface as 
discussed in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE MONTE CARLO MODEL AND COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Major Equations and Computational Techniques 
Although the basic Monte Carlo techniques for radiation are fairly 
Standard, the methods used to obtain the important scattering parameters 
are usually developed to fit the particular System to be studied. Methods 
used in this investigation are described in the following subsections. 
Exact equations or approximations methods were used rather than table 
searching or interpolation for all quantities needed in the calculations. 
Cross Section Equations 
Photoelectric. The most accurate theoretical cross section equa-
tions for photoelectric interaction in low Z elements appear to be those 
73 7̂ -of Pratt, et al. ' These equations are derived using approximate 
Coulomb wave functions, with up to kö terms being carried'in the wave 
kl 
function expansion. Roy and Reed show that the photoelectric cross 
section values calculated from these equations agree within about ten 
percent with experimental values except at the k-Shell edges. The equa-
tions are not well suited for rapid Computer calculations, however. A 
form of the equations written for Computer calculations by Walker and 
75 Clement still contains several quantities which must be generated by 
slow-running machine functions involving expansions: exponentials, logs, 
functions to non-integer powers, and inverse trigonometric functions» 
The difficulty of efficient Computing with the Pratt equations prompted 
io6 
the investigation of empirical equations to calculate linear photoelec-
tric cross sections explicitly for germanium over the restricted energy 
ränge of interest in this research. A form of the linear cross section 
equation based on the work of Heitier is commonly given in semiconduc-
33 
tor detector reference texts : 
a = 10"33 N Z5 (hv)"3,5 barns/atom (15) 
= (0.032^5) (hv)"3*5 for germanium (l6) 
where crp = linear absorption cross section for photoelectric event. 
-1 (cm'1) 
N = number of absorber atoms per cm3 
Z = atomic number of absorber 
(hv) = incident photon energy in MeV 
Cross sections calculated from equation l6 are plotted in Figure kO along 
kk 
with experimental values from the recent compilation by Storm and Israel» 
Using the same equation form as equation l6 and cross sections at 15 kev" 
and 500 keV from Storm and Israel, an attempt was made to derive an em-
pirical equation giving a more accurate fit to experimental data than 
that given by equation 16. The resulting equation is given as equation 
17-
ü— = (0.0596) (hv)"2,92 barns/atom (17) 
JrJli 
= (0.00261+) (hv)"2"92 cm"1 (18) 
As can be seen in Figure hO, equation 17 gives an excellent fit to the 
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Figure 40. A Fit of Calculated Cross Section Values to Experimental Data 
of Storm and Israel (Reference 44) 
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studyo Because the simplicity of the equation also gives a relatively 
rapid calculation time, this equation form is used in the mathematical 
modelo 
Compton. Cross sections for Compton scattering are calculated 
using a form of the Klein-Nishina equations which has been integrated 
with respect to solid angle to give the total collision cross section-
kö 
This equation, as expressed by Evans, is: 
a = 2rrr0
2 f ^ i " ^ ^ - ± in(l+2c0l + +- 4n(l+2c*) (19) 
c ° • l er L l+2a a J 2a 
l+3a cm2 - <y ] 
_+2a)2J (l   electron 
where a = total collision cross section for Compton scattering 
r0 = classical electron radius 
a =• energy of ineident gamma normalized to electron rest energy« 
For germanium, with Z=32 and an atom density of k.kl X 1022 atoms/cm3, 
the equation may be expressed in linear cross section units (cm ) by 
replacing the constant (2rTrG
2) with the numerical constant (0.70355)• 
This form of Compton cross section equation is used in the mathematical 
model. 
Pair Production. As was the case with the photoelectric cross 
section equations, the complexity of the equation form for the best 
available pair production equations would extend the Computing time by 
an amount not justified by the increased accuracy over simpler equation 
77 formso The aecurate equation forms for this case are those of Hough 
1-70 
which are based on correction terms to the Bethe-Heitler equations.' 
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kl 
Roy and Reed note that agreement with experimental values is observed 
to be within five to ten percent except near the pair production thres-
hold, where errors of 200 to 250 percent are reported by Rama Rao, et 
79 i al. Figure 40 shows experimental pair production cross sections from 
hk 
Storm and Israel and cross sections calculated from equation 20 as 
33 
given by Dernalley and Northrup. 
CT . = NZ2 (hv - 2moC2) (20) 
p a i r 
= (0.01197) (hv - 1.022) 
Since the cross sections calculated from equation 20 are accurate to 
within ten percent over the energy ränge of significant pair contribu-
tion, this simpler equation form is used in the caleulations. 
Compton Scattering Angle Section 
Several methods for selecting scattering angles from the Klein-
Nishina distribution were evaluated in an attempt to find a fast, accurate 
calculating procedure. The probability distribution function versus 
scattering angle for selected energies is shown in Figure kl. Data points 
for these curves were calculated from an integral form of the Compton 
k2 
cross section equation as given by Davisson : 
6« 2TT 'o 
0 "0 
CTQ = [ I CT(6, $) d$d0 (21) 
= n r 0
2 {[2a2 (1-oi-ai c o s 6 0 )
2 ] _ 1[ 1++10a+8a2+a3 (22) 
- {k+l6ct+-l6oP+2cP) cos90 + (öo+lOc^+a
3) cos29 ( 
- 20k2 cos 3 9 0 ] + a
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Figure 41. Conrpton Scattering Angle versus Integral Conrpton Cross 
Section Normalized to 180 Scattering (equation 22) 
DETECTOR 
Figure 42. Source and Detector Geometry for Calculating Geometrical 
Losses 
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where aß = cross section for the number of photons scattered within 
a cone of half angle 60 
6 = angle between Compton scattered photon direetion and inci-
dent photon direetion 
$ = azimuthal scattering angle about incident photon direetion. 
The smooth behavior of the probability distribution funetion (o"ft/o~ ) 
suggests that a series approximation of relatively few terms might give 
a good fit to the data of Figure kl. A least Squares method for fitting 
ftn 
an N-dimensional surfaee with orthogonal polynomials was used to develop 
and test power series equations for Compton scattering angle. Power 
series coefficients for the two independent variables were calculated 
based on an input reetangular grid of 65I data points generated by 
iterative calculations using equation 22, Table 17 shows the variance in 
scattering angle versus the order of the terms and the energy ränge. 
Table 17. Variance of Compton Scattering Angle Calculated 
from Power Series Approximation 
Energy Range Order of Terms Variance 
(MeV) Energy Terms Normalized Cross (degrees) 
Section Terms  
0 - 3 . 0 5 10 6,6 
0.1+ -3.0 3 3 13-10 
3 k 9.U1 
3 5 3-138 
3 6 1.996 
3 7 0,5169 
3 8 O.3129 
3 9 0.0827 
k 9 0.0621 
5 10 0.0707 
0 - 0 . 3 3 5 1-57 
5 5 1-57 
10 5 I-65 
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As may be seen from the table, a test of energy ränge and computation 
with a series of greater than 25 terms are required to calculate aecu-
rate scattering angle values by this method. 
A procedure for determining 6 by iterating on 9 in equation 22 
until the error in cross section was less than a specified value was also 
tested. Values of 0 to within 0.1 degree could be determined with an 
average of less than six passes through the equation. 
Faster calculations were possible, however, by using a Variation 
67 
of the regression method described by Snow. In contrast to the lengthy 
Q-i 
calculating procedure of the regression method described by Kahn, the 
method of Snow involves only a few calculations. The principle of the 
method may be explained in geometrical terms. If coordinates are selected 
at random from a rectangular area whose ordinate boundaries are the zero 
and the maximum of a probability density function and whose abcissa 
boundaries are the limits of the independent variable, then those points 
under the probability density function (PDF) curve represent a true ran-
dom sampling from that probability density. In effect, one ''throws darts" 
at the rectangle and accepts the abcissa value if the eorresponding ordi-
nate value falls below the PDF curve. 
The regression method as applied by Snow to sampling for scattering 
angle from the Klein-Wishina distribution for an incident photon of energy 
hv proceeds as follows. Random number P^ (0-2 ränge) is selected and set 
equal to (l - cos9), which represents selection from a uniform density 
function in 6. The eorresponding energy, E, and normalized differential 
cross section P are then calculatedo 
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E = 1/(1 + a(l - cosG)) = l/(l + «(RNi)) (23) 
hv 
where a = % 
m0c 
P = E2 [E + E*"1 + ((RNiJCRKx - 2))] (2*0 
A second random number, KNa, normalized to P (2 in this case), 
' *' max v " 
is selected. If P = RNa, then the coordinates selected are under the PDF 
curve. The value of 9 represented by KN1, or 9 5 cos """(l - RNi), there-
fore represents an angle selected from the Klein-Nishina distribution 
for the energy of the incident photon. If P =5 RN"2, the process is re-
peated beginning with the selection of KN1 until a coordinate set under 
the PDF curve is chosen. 
As would be expected from an analysis of Figure kl, the procedure 
is most efficient at low energies and, indeed, approaches unity as the 
photon energy approaches the uniform PDF for zero photon energy. Using 
Advanced Algol on the Burroughs B5500 Computer, the 6 value selection 
time averaged 6 milliseconds for hv = 100 keV and 20 milliseconds for 
hv = 5 MeV. A probability distribution function constructed from 10,000 
probability density function values calculated by this technique agreed 
to within one degree with the distribution function calculated from 
equation 22. 
Random Number Generator 
A pseudo random number generator based on the multiplicative method 
82 
first introduced by Lehmer was developed and tested for this Monte Carlo 
O o 
model by Carr. The generator is of the form: 
111+ 
X , = AX (mod 2B) 
n+i n ' 
t h where X. = i random number 
1 
A = 7,000,001,000,0038 = U8i,036,599,29910 
B = 39 
8k 
The constants A and B were chosen by the criteria described by Jansson 
85 
and Gannon and Schmittroth to give maximum period and simplified (octal) 
multiplication. The value for B was chosen as the maximum numerical 
value which could be stored in the 39~^it length mantissa of the U8-bit 
word used on the B5500 Computer. With XG chosen to be an odd number, 
the period is shown by Jansson to be 2 , or approximately l.k X 10 
for the A and B values given. 
For 100,000 numbers generated by this method, the mean normalized 
random number was 0.1+997607 • Frequency distribution tests were performed 
by cataloging 10,000 numbers from each of ten runs into 1000 sub-intervals 
of the normalized random number ränge. The Chi-squared test of the fre-
quency distribution was satisfied for a 95 percent confidence level by 
each group. 
The length-of-run distribution test, observed to be the most dis-
criminating test of random number generators by at least two investiga-
O Q Or 
tors was also applied. An occurrence of K consecutive numbers form-
ing a monotonic increasing (or decreasing) sequence which is broken by 
st 
the K + 1 number constitutes a run of length K. Chi-squared, as calcu-
lated for the length-of-run distribution of ten runs of 10,000 numbers 
each feil within the 95 percent confidence interval for all cases. 
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Calculation of Geometrical Losses 
The gammas which are considered in the Monte Carlo calculation 
represent a biased sample of only the gammas from the source which inter-
cept the germanium volume and have a pathlength of less than the longest 
dimension of that volume. The number of gammas excluded from the Monte 
Carlo procedure is calculated once at the beginning of each Computer run 
so that the fate of all gammas from the source can be determined. The 
uninteresting no-interaction cases are then excluded from the probability 
distribution functions presented to the incident gamma in the Monte Carlo 
calculations. 
For the geometry of the source and detector shown in Figure k2, 
the fraction of gammas which intercepts the cylindrical annulus of ger-
manium is given by: 
2TTr,e4 
sinG d9d§ 
F = ° "
Q i = COSGT - cos9 A , * 
•»2TT r»TT 2 
J 
1 n s in6 d9d$ o vo 
Of the number which intercept the germanium volume, the fraction 
F which has a pathlength greater than the maximum pathlength in the 
germanium is: 
F = F. • exp(- a • P ) (26) 
p I ^ max 
where a = linear cross section for interaction at the energy of the 
incident gamma 
P = maximum pathlength in the detector by a photon from the max 
source = L(detector length)/cose3. 
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The fraction of gammas considered in the Monte Carlo routine then 
becom.es: 
F = F. - F (27) 
mc 1 p 
["cosö-, - cos64~l r ( i _ vn 
= j_ ^ ~ 2 ~J [1 " exp(- aL/cos63)] 
Because the number of gammas which interact in the detector is 
specified as an input parameter, the total number of gammas from the 
source which produce this number of interacting gammas must be 
calculated: 
N 2N 
N _ mc _ mc /2gx 
total F ' (cos9x - cos94)(l - exp(- oL/cosö3)) 
The N, , n value is used for efficiency calculations at the end of the total ° 
Monte Carlo calculation in which the number of events in each category 
has been determined. 
The Computational Procedure 
An abbreviated flow diagram of the Monte Carlo model for the 
interaction of gamma photons in a germanium sample is given in Figure 43• 
Five variations on this basic calculational procedure were programmed to 
provide the specific Information needed for the analysis of multiple 
scattering detector concepts. A brief discussion of the major steps of 
the calculation is given below. Topic numbers refer to the block numbers 
on the diagram. 
1. Read Input Data: The fixed parameters for the germanium de-
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Figure 43. Computer Calculation Flow Diagram for Basic Monte Carlo 
Calculation 
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Depending on the type of calculation, the input Information might include 
the incident photon energy, the dimensions of the source, external and 
internal dimensions of the detector, location dimensions, and the number 
of photons to be considered. 
2. Calculate Initial Cross Sections: Linear interaction cross 
sections for Compton, photoelectrica and pair production interactions for 
the initial photon energy are calculated. The cross section values, 
along with the geometrical Information of the next step, are stored for 
repeated use throughout the calculation since they are needed for each 
new photon from the (monoenergetic) source. A new set of initial cross 
sections is calculated only when incident photons of another energy are 
to be added to the accumulated Information. The order in which photons 
of different energy enter the calculation does not affect the final. 
computed result. 
3. Calculate Geometrical Losses: Using the input geometrical 
data from step 1, the angular limits are calculated for which the photon 
from the source would be outside the solid angle subtended by the detec-
tor, would pass through any central holes, or would pass through selected 
regions of the detector. The probability of passing through the detector 
without an interaction is also calculated. Calculations are then made 
to determine the fraction of photons not interacting in the detector 
so that this uninformative type of event need not be considered in the 
Monte Carlo calculation. The total number of photons from the source 
corresponding to the number allowed to interact in the detector volume 
is also calculated to provide efficiency Information. 
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k. Generate New Photon: This step is essentially the resetting 
of the mechanism for logging the progress of an incident photon and the 
selection of the incident direction for the new photon. For other than 
a point source, the origin of the photon on the source is selected by a 
random sampling of the available source geometry. The incident angular 
coordinates of the photon to the detector are selected from an isotropic 
distribution restricted to the solid angle of the detector based on the 
Information generated in the previous step. 
A counter is also advanced at this point to record the total number 
of incident photons and to terminate the calculation if a preset number 
has been reached. 
5- Calculate First Interaction Point: Using the calculated total 
interaction cross section, a weighted probability distribution function 
for photon path length in the sample is defined. A unique path length is 
-* 
then obtained by equating a random number to the probability and calcu-
lating the corresponding path length. The interaction location is then 
determined from geometrical considerations which include the elimination 
of path length traversed before interception of the detector. Void vol-
ume inside or outside of the detector is assumed to be vacuum in these 
calculations. 
6. In-Detector Test: The interaction coordinates are tested to 
determine whether or not the photon interaction is within the prescribed 
detector boundaries. If so, then a random number representing the inter-
n-
All random numbers are assumed to be distributed over the inter-
val from zero to unity unless otherwise stated. 
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action type is chosen for testing against the normalized cross sections 
in steps 7 and 10. 
7. Compton Test: If the interaction random number is less than 
the Compton cross section normalized with respect to the total cross 
section, the interaction is deemed to be a Compton scatter. If the ran-
dom number is greater, then control is transferred to step 10, a similar 
test for photoelectric interaction. The Compton interaction is the first 
tested, since the probability of Compton interaction is greater over the 
energy ränge of interest in this study. 
8. Select Angles, Calculate New Energy and Cross Sections: If 
the photon interaction is a Compton scatter, then the scattering angle 
with respect to the direction of the photon is selected from an appro-
priate probability density function by the regression technique. The 
azimuthal angle is picked from a density function assumed to be uniform. 
A coordinate rotation is then performed to relate the angles back to a 
fixed cylindrical System within the detector. The Compton scattering 
angle is used to calculate the energy of the scattered photon, which in 
turn is used to calculate the new cross sections for the photon. 
9« Calculate New Path Length, Interaction Location: A path 
length is selected by the method described in step 5j "but based on the 
cross sections for the scattered photon of reduced energy. The new 
interaction location is then calculated, and program control is trans-
ferred back to step 6 to check the location coordinates against the 
detector boundaries. Note that the Compton event loop (steps 6 through 
9) will be traversed as many times as a Compton interaction is selected 
in step 7; the calculations for a photon cannot terminate in this loop. 
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10. Photoelectric Interaction Test: If the Compton test result 
of step 7 "was "false, " and the photon energy is greater than 2 ITIQC , then 
a test is made against the normalized photoelectric cross section. If 
the photoelectric interaction test is "true," the event is logged in 
some manner and control is directed back to step k, the generation of a 
new photon. A "false" result at this point is taken to be a pair produc-
tion interaction, and control progresses to step 11. 
11. Pair Procedure: For a pair production event, the kinetic 
energy given to the pair is assumed to be dissipated at the location of 
the pair interaction. The positron-electron annihilation is assumed to 
create two oppositely directed, isotropically distributed annihilation 
gammas at the initial interaction location. One annihilation gamma is 
followed until it either escapes from the detector volume or is completely 
absorbed. The calculations are similar to those of steps 6 through 9, 
except that now the possibility of pair production is excluded because 
the energy of an annihilation gamma is less than the pair production 
threshold energy. 
Upon completion of calculations for the first annihilation gamma, 
a coordinate rotation is performed at the original pair interaction site 
to produce a second annihilation gamma oppositely directed from the first. 
This second gamma is then followed until escape or absorption. The mul-
tiple events are logged and program control is returned to step k for the 
generation of a new incident photon. 
Although the ordering of certain steps in the calculation is modi-
fied in the Computer program, the same basic steps outlined in the previous 
paragraphs are followed. A saving of Computing time was realized by pre-
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senting one sequence of calculations for the initial photon interaction, 
then a second sequence for follow-on interactions. This approach allowed 
the use of pre-calculated values and of simplification based on certain 
symmetries for calculations involving the photon incident from the 
source. 
Several versions of both the Monte Carlo scattering calculation 
and the programs to interpret scattering Information into detector Per-
formance were written. The versions of the Monte Carlo program which 
did or did not contain provisions for considering a central cylindrical 
void volume are designated by a "c" or "p", respectively, in the program 
label. All versions are similar in the treatment of the gamma scattering 
process. The programs are identified in Table 18. 
Listings of programs "DC3" and "DCTAL" follow the table. Major 
steps in the programs have been identified, and typical data Output is 
given. 
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Table 18. Computer Programs Used in the Detector Analysis 
Label Description Output 
DC1 M C program for gamma scattering; lists all 
coordinates, angles, cross sections, path 




DC2, DP2 M C programs for gamma scattering; lists 
scattering Information and gamma spectrum 
for sum-only Operation of specified detector 
with internal dead layers. 
DC3, EP3 M C programs for gamma scattering of mul-
tiple events only; records position and 
energy loss of each interaction site onto 
magnetic tape for given source energy and 
location; records coded event type and se-








Program to read tapes from DC3 and DP3 for 
SCS Operation with specified internal de-
tector geometry, energy discriminator set-
tings, and energy resolution; lists one-
and two-parameter energy spectra and 




Program similar to tally and list program, 
except that Instructions for Cal-Comp .Plot 
of one dimensional spectra are included. 
Cal-Comp Plot 
CPLOT Program to read and plot spectra from 
punched cards; accepts cards from sum-only 
programs DC2 and DP2. 
Cal-Comp Plot 
L i s t i n g of Monte Car lo Program DC3', 
«Cf 'MPILE XXXXXXX/DCJ ALGÖL 
* P R n C E S S = 0 7 5 ; 1 0 = 0 3 0 
ICÖMMENT SCRATCH TAPE RTQUIRED» 
SCnMMENT TAPF TAPE OUT " C 0 1 8 4 " 
XF1ATA. 
BPGIN 







%%%%%%%%* OFCLARA ri lJNS 
60 
70 
F I L E I 
F I L E n 
N KRO ( 2 . 1 0 ) ; 





I L E M TFL 2 " C 0 1 8 1 " C2» 1 0 2 3 » 1 0 2 3 » SAVE 2)) 
F M A ( " # r v F N T S LOADED nN TApr = " , I A ) , 
F M B C I 5 . 3 F 1 0 . 6 ) . 
F ^ T D C S R l 0 . 6 » 1 6 ) » 











) = "»K7 
ERGY(MEV)» " » R 1 0 . 6 » X I 0 » " R H Ö L E C C M ) B M»R7.3»X10» 









HR THICKNFSS(CM)= "»R7.3)» 





PASSING THROUGH DETECTOR • T 








V . X 2 0 » « 
»"NUMBLR 
AVERAGE 
FSCAPING AFTFR ONE COMPTON EVENT = "» 











INTERACTTNG TWD ÜR MDRE TIMES 
PASSING THROUGH H'OLE = "» 
I 9 J 
1 9 , 
2 4 0 
2 5 0 
niJTSIDE nETFCTDR SOLID ANGLE 
NlJMBFR OF PHOTONS FROM SQURCE 
19» 
I 9 ) J 
2 6 0 














































SS A A100 0 
WRITE" (rTL[HBL]»lb»A[*]);* 16400 
99999999 
S CARD LTST 









LABEL. PAIR»NUMIT; 550 
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%%%%%%%%% M Ä G N E T I C TAPE L n A O f N G P R O C E O U R E 5 7 0 
580 




B E G I N 
OWN INTE C, ER I » T > H » 
610 
620 
IF I = 1023 THFN HFGIN 
W R I T E ( M T F L > 1 0 2 3 » A R [ * ] ) i 
630 
640 
W R I T E ( M T F l » 1 0 2 J > A 7 [ * ] ) J 
W R I T E f M T F L # 1 0 23j-AF[*])J 
650 
660 
I *• 01 
H «• H • 1» 
670 
680 
T «• 1023 + TJ 
TF H = 10 THLN 
690 
700 
BEG I N 
H «• OJ 
710 
720 








ARII1 *• R« AZU I J «• ZI AF_[ I] «• EEI I 
FND MTO« 
«• I • 1J 770 
780 
%%%%%%%%% A R C S I N ANO AR C C H S P R O C E D U R F S 
790 
800 




BEG I N 
830 
840 
LA B E L L1J 
REAL X 2 > X 3 > X 4 » X 5 , X 6 > X 7 > T A , T B , T C » S X J 
850 
860 
IF ARS(X)2M .0 THFN 
B E G I N 
870 
880 
A R C S I N « - 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3 2 6 8 x S l G N ( X ) J 




IF X = 0 THEN 
910 
920 
















X 2 x X 3 ; X 6 * - X 3 x X 3 ; X7 
1.5707963050 - .2145988016 xSX 
X3 
X3 x X4> 






.00667009ul j X6 
.0308918810 x X4 -.0170881256 x X5I 
.0012624911 x X7J 
ARCSIN «• (1.5707963268 - CT* • TB • TC ) x S Q R T C 1 - S X ) ! x SIGNCX)J 





REAL PROCEOURE ARCCUS(X)> 
REAL XI 
BEGIN 
COMHENT CALCULATES THE ARCCOSTME BY CALLING PN ARCSINCX) AND USING THE 
CONVERSlON F O R M U L A ARCCÜS(X) = PI/2 - A R C S T N ( X ) . ARCSIN(X) MUST HAVE 
BEFN PREVlOUSLY O E C L A R E D . WRlTTEN RY HOWARD CARR OF NRC QN 5 / 4 / 6 8 | 
REAL PII 
LABFL LI ; _ _ _ 
P I*- 3 . 14159265361 













GO TO L H 
END|  









GO Tfl L H 
TNTTT 
P I » P T / 2 . 0 I  
A R C C n s « - P T - » R C S T N ( X ) ; 
L I « ENI) OF ARCCGSJ 
1 2 1 0 






%%*%%%%%% RANOOM NUrtBER GENERATOR PROCEDURE 
1270 
1280 
REAL PROCEOURF RNj 
BTGT^ 
COMMENT THTS PPQCFDURE GENERATFS PSEUDO RANOOM NUMBERS NQRMAIIZFO 
BTTWEEN 0 AND 1. TT U5FS T'HE MULT I°L TCATI VE MCTHTTO,"" URTTTF3T RY HTJWXRTT 
CARR OF NRC ÜH 4/4/68) 
UWN REAL RTRT5T77771 : 









1 3 t 0 
1 3 2 0 
1 3 30 
1340 
1350 























%%%%%%%%% KLEIN-NISHINA ANGLE SELECTinN PROCEDURE 
T 5'i ö 














ALF «• FIN/.51 1« 
E <- 1 /(\ + ALF x RNl ) ; 
1610 
1620 
P 4 - E * E * f E + (1/E) + (RNl x (RNl - 2)))J 
IF RN2 > p THEN GO TO PTCK) 
1630 
1640 




%%%%%%%%%% bEGINNING OF CALCULATION 
1670 
1680 
WRTTE C D M W n C N m # < " ">)) 
1690 
1700 
%%%%%%%%%% READ INPUT nATA 
1710 
1720 
MOl READ (KRD»FRin# H N U Z , P H O L F » R M A X » D » T M I K . N U S T O ) f N O M O I ) 
1730 
1740 
J • Ol 
RNl «- RN; 
1750 
1760 
NUSTO *• 0) 
FZIT «- ONECG «• 0; 
1770 
1780 
ALFA <- HWU7 / 0.511) 1790 
1800 
%%%%%%%%%% CALCULATE TNTTTAL CROSS SECTinNS 
SIüC0«-0.70 355x(((l+ALFA)/(AI FAxALFA) )x((2x( 1+ALFA)/fl +2x AI FA))-
(CLN(l+2xALFA))/A|,rA)) + ( LN ( U ? x ALF A ) ) / ( 2x ALF A ) - 
((1+3xALFA)/((l+2xALFA)x(1+2XALFA))))) XEVANS P684 
IF HNU7 < 1.02 THL'N SIGPP «• 0 ELSE SIGPP <• .01197 x(HNU7 - 1.02)) 
SIGTn 
SGNCO 
SIGCO + SIGPE + SIGPP) 
SIGCO / SIGTO) 
SGNPF *• C.00263717 / (HNU7 * 2.92)) / SIGTO» 














%%%%%%i%%% CALCULATF firQMETRY LGSSFS 1 9 2 0 
• 0 I S T 0 «• n + T H I K ; 
1 9 3 0 
1 9 4 0 
DL1 
0L2 
ARCTAN (RHflLE / OISTO ) i 
AR01AN (RHOLE / D 1 I 
1950 
1960 
ARCTAN (RMAX / DIRTÖ)J 
ARCTAN CRMAX / D)J 
DL3 
DL4 
MFHOL *• (1 - CUSCDL1 ))/?» 
HFTO «- ( r n s c m n - c o s ( O L 4 ) ) / ? ; 
MFTO «• i - H F T O ; 







MTF1 «-CFXPC-SlGTn x PMAX))xHFTO \ 
MFT <- (1-f MTF1/HFT0)); 
2030 
2040 
NTOTL <• ( NUSTO/CL- MTF1 - MFTO)); 
HNUZS «• SQRT(HNUZ); 
2050 
2060 
RHOL «• RHOLEJ 2070 
20A0 
%%*%%%%%%% MEW GAMMA FROM SOURCE 2090 
2100 
NUHNtJ» J «• J-t-H K«-0J 
M l O f K T N n » N U M B » P E T n ) J 
2110 
2120 






NUSTn «• NUSTO + i; 
KIND «- NUM« «• PETO «- 0; 
2170 
21fi0 
RN1 «- RN x MFT; * ELIMlNATFS PATH r.RFATER THAN PMAX 
PL7 «• -LN(1 - RN1) / SIGTO; 
2190 
2200 
RN? * RN x HTTO + MFHOL} 
CAZ «• ( 1 - 2 x RN2); 
2210 
2220 
DLR «• ARCCOS (CAZ); 
ALF «• (3,1415926536 - DLR); 
2230 
2240 
SAZ «- SIN(DLR); 
IF DLR > DL2 THEN GO TO REGN34J 
2250 • 
2260 
PLTQ7 4- PLZ + (RHOLE / S«Z); 





PI TOZ «• PLZ + (0/ CAZi; 
RZ «- PI TOZ x SAZ; 
ZZ «• P L T 0 7 x C M Z J 
2 2 9 0 
2 3 0 0 . 
2 3 1 0 
Z12S>. 
%%*%%%%%% TEST FOR INITIAL EVFNT IN DFTECTDR 
IF RZ > RMAX OR ZZ > DISTO THFM 
BEGIN 
EZIT «• EZTT + i; 

















THEN r.n TO coz; 
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KIND «• -2; 




ALFP <r 3.14159265 x RN ) 
2530 
2540 
8TAP «• 3.14159265 x RN ) «HTAP IS INSIDE ANGLE 
M «• o; 
2550 
2560 
SAP *• STNCALFP)} 
SBP •- STN (BTAP)) 
2570 
2580 
CAP *• COSCAl.FP)« 
CRP *• COSfBTAP)! 
2590 
2600 
BHOLA «• A9CSIN (RHOL / R7)J 
ANHNUJ HMU «• .511) . N + 2) <>LT0«-0J 
2610 
2620 
K 4- 0) 
ALF «- ALFP) 
2630 
2610 
ALFM <- i; 
RL «• PZ> ZL «• ZZ) 
2650 
2660 
PL <• -(LN(l-RN)) / .45 ) 
TF BHOLA <AbS(BTAP) THEN 00 TO NAHOL» 
2670 
2680 
PO •• SQRT (( RHOLxRHOL) - (RZxR7x SBPxSBP))) 
PLTH *• (( RZx CBP - PO) / SAP)) 
2690 
2700 
IF PL < PLTH THEN GO TH NAHOL) 
PLTO «• PL + (2x PO / SAP)) 
2710 
2720 
NAHOL» IF PLTH > 0 THFN PL «• "LTD« 
PLH <- PL x SAP; 
2730 
?7H0 
Z «-ZZ - (OLxCAH)) 




IF R > RMAX OR ( Z < D OR 7 > niSTO ) THEN 2780 
SGCO *• 0.435) 2850 
SGPE «• 0.01861 'SREV 9/1/69 2860 
SGTO «• 0.4536) % RFV 9/1/69 2870 
SA «• SAP) 2880 
BEGIN 
IF M = 1 THEN üO TO EXPP» 
2790 
2800 
M «• M + 1 ) 




INDETl IF N * 2 THEN GO TO WDRKJ 
2830 
2840 
SB «- SBP» 
CA «- CAP» 
2890 
2900 
CB «• CBP» 
WORK8RN5 «• RN x SGTIJ) 
2910 
2920 
IF RN5 < SGCO THEN GH TO SCATA) 
PETO «• PFTO - 1) 
2930 
2940 




M «- M+1 ) 
IF M>1 THFN GO TO EXPP« 
2970 
2980 
ALFP «• 3.1415926t) - ALFP ) 
BTAP <- RT4P - 3.14159265 ) 
2990 
3000 
CAP «• -CAP) 
SBP «- -SBP) 
3010 
3020 
CBP <• -CBP) 3030 
GH TU ANHNU) 3040 
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SC ATA I PROR «• ON5 
NUMB 4- MIIM8 • 




S R H N U «• S O R T ( H N U ) J 
K N C H N I I ^ T H T T A ) J 
3070 
3080 
CSTHZ «• CHS ( THFT 
SNTHZ <• STN ( THET 
A / 57.295779513); 
A / 57.295779513); 
HNUS *• (.511 x 
ALFM *• HN'JS / .511 
ALFM) / (ALFM 
i 









S G C O 0 . 7 0 3 5 5 x ( ( (1 + rt 
f (I NCl + 2x 
LFM 
ALF 




( ( l + 3 x A L F M ) / ( ( l + 2 x A L F M ) x ( l + 2 x A L F M ) ) ) ) ; 
SGPF <• .00263717 / (HNUS * 2 . 9 2 ) ; SREV 9/1/69 
3170 
3180 
SGTO * SGCO + SGPE; 
OA 4- ARCCnS((RxR + PLHxPLH - RLxRL) / ( 2 x R x p L H ) ) ; 
3190 
3200 
TF OA < 0 THEN OA •• 1.5708 - OA; 
FFEZ *• 6.2«318b3 x RNJ 
3210 
3220 
A«- (SNTHZ x STN(FFEZ)); 
B* (SNTH7 x CHSCFFEZ)); 
3230 
3240 
SRA«- SQRT (1- i AxA)) J 
F «• APCSI^ ( R / S R A ) ; 
3250 
3260 
F «• (ALF - F) J 
G «- C ALF + Fl) 
3270 
3280 
CA «• ((CSTHZ 
ALF «- ARCCOS 
xCA ) 
(C A ) ; 
+ (SNTHZ x SA x COS ( F F F Z ) ) ) ; 3290 
3300 
SA «- SIN (ALF); 
BETA *• ARCSIN (~A / SA)> 
3310 
3320 
IF A > 0 THEN KOR *• -3.14 159265 359 FLSF KOR «• 3.14 159265 359; 
IF THFTA < 90 AND F<0 THFN BETA «• (KOR - B E T A ) ; 
3330 
3340 
IF THFTA < 90 ANn F > 3.1415926536 THEN BETA «- (KOR - B E T A ) ; 
TF THETA > 90 AND (G>0 AND G<3.14159) THEN BET A «• ( KOR-BFT A ) ; 
3350 
3360 
BETA «• BFTA + SING x DA; 
IF BFTA < -3.i4159 THEN RETA «• (6.2832 + BETA) ELSE 
3370 
3380 
IF BETA > 
BITA «• 3.141 
3.1415 
59 - A 
CB «- CHS 
IF BFTA < 
(BITAI 
0 THFN 
9 THEN RETA «• "(6.2832 - BETA)) 
BSCBETA)j 
l SB *• SIN (BTTA)f 
S TNG «• (-1) FLSE SING «• * H 
PL *• -CINC1 - RN)) / SGTO; 







BH0L * ARCST 
IF BHHI < 
NCRHC1L 
BITA 
/ R ) ; 
THFN GR Tn NSHOL; 
PO «• SQRT((R 
PLTH * (C?xc 
HOLxRH 
B - PO 
DL) - (RxR 
) / SA) J 
x SBxS8))l 
IF PL • 
PLTO <• PL 
' L T H T H 
(2xPQ/ 
EN GO TO NSHOL; 
S A ) ;  
3450 





NSHOL: IF PLTO > 
PLH 4- PLxSA; 
0 THFN PL «• P L T O I 
RL «-R t 
Z «• Z - (PL 
R «• SORT(( R 
HNU *• HNUS) 
ZL «• 7 
XCA); 
xR ) (PLHxPLH) - ( 2 x R x P L H x C B ) ) ; 
N 4- N + I; 
GO Tu REHIT) 
EXPP« * ENO OF PAIR PRODUCTION CALCULATION 
END I _ . 
PE7i 














%%%%%%%%% _ FIRST EVENT CDMPTON C A L C LI LAX LQN_ 
CQ7J PROB <- RN3 / SGNCO; 









CSTHZ «- COS ( THTAZ / 5 7.995779513); 
SNTHZ *• STN ( THTAZ / 57 . ?9577951 3 ) t 
HWU <- C.511 x ALFA) / (ALTA x (1 - CSTHZ) + 1); 
ALFM <- HNU / .511» ___ 
FT «• HNlJZ - HNU "> R «- R7 ; 7. «• ZZ> 
NUMB *• \\ 
SGC0«-O.7 0 35bx((Cl+ALFM)/CAIFMxALFM))x((?x(l+ALFM)/(l+2xALFM))' 
r (l N( 1+2XALFM) )/ALFM)) + ( |_N( 1 + 2x ALFM ) ) / ( 2x ALFM ) -
(Cl+3xALFM)/(n+?xALFM)x(l+2xALFM))))J 
SGPF *• .00263717 / (HNU » 2.92); SREV 9/1/69  
IF HNU < 1.02 THEN SGPP «• 0 FLSF SGPP «• 0.01197x(HNU - 1.02)) 
SGTn *• SGCO + SGPE + SGPP)  
FFE7 «• 6.2Ö31H53 x R N ; 
3710 
3 7J>0 















A* CSNTHZ x STN(FFEZ))J 
B«- CSNTHZ x COS(FEEZ)); 
3870 
3880 
SRA*- SORT (1- ( A X A ) ) J 
E «• APCSIN ( B / SRA); 
"CTTZ" <- -CA?; 
BITA «• 3.14159 - ABS(BETA)J 
CB «- CHS ( B I T A ) ; SR «• S I N ( 8 I T A ) J 
3 8 9 0 
3 9 0 0 
5~9T~0 
F «• (4LF - F) J 3970 
G «- (ALF + F ) t 
CA «- C(CSTH7 xCAZ) + CSNTHZ x SAZ x COS(FFFZ))); 
3930 
3940 
ALF *• ARCCOSCCA); 
SA «- M N (ALF); 
3950 
3960 
«ETA «- ARCSIN C A / SA); 
IF A > 0 THEN KOR + -3.14159265 359 r_LSF KOR «- 3. 1415 9265 359 j 
3970 
3980 
IF THTAZ < 90 AND F<0 THFN BETA «• (KOR -RFTA); 
IF THTAZ < 90 AND F > 3.1415926536 THFN 8FTA «• (KOR -RETA)J 
3990 
4000 
IF THTA7 > 90 ANO (G>0 AND G<3.14159) THFN BET A«-( KOR-BFT 4 ) J 
IF RFTA < 0 THEN SING •• (-1) FLSE SING * +1> 
4010 
4020 
4 0 3 0 
4 0 4 0 






PL •• -CI.NC1 - RN)) / SGTO; 
P L T O «• o; 
4090 
4100 
ÖHOL *• ARCSINCHHOL / R ) ; 
IF BHOL < RITA THEN GO TO NOHOL; 
4110 
41 20 
Pü <• SORT f (RHnLxRHOL ) - fRxR 
PLTH * ((PxCB - PO) / SA); 
x SBxSB)); 4 130 
4140 
IF PL < PLTH THEN GO TT NOHOL; 
PLTO * PL + (2xP0/SA)J 
4150 
4160 
NOHOL: IF PLTH > 0 THEN PL <- PLTO; 
PLH •• PLxSA; 
4170 
4180 
Z «- Z - (PL x CA); 
R «- SORT CRXR + CPLHxPLH) -(2 x R x PLH x CB))) 
4190 
4200 
%%%%%%%%%% FLIMINATE ONF-TNTERACTION CO« PTON EVENTS 
4210 
4220 








ONECO «• OMtrfi • l; 
4270 
4280 
FNCO «- FNCn + FE; 











ELSE BFGTN 4 3 5 0 
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%%%%%%%%%% I N - O E T E C T f l B TEST 4 3 7 0 
4 3 8 0 
I F R > RMAX THEN GO TO NlJHNIJf 
[ F Z < M R Z > ÖTSTO THFM GO TO NUHNU) 
4 3 9 0 
4 4 0 0 
END; 
RN4 •• RNt 
%%%%%%%%%% TEST FÜR CflMPTON (AFTFR FIRST INTFRACTITIN) 
IF QN4<fSGCn / SGTO) THFN GH TU CQMPTN) • 
%%%%%%%%%% TFST FOR PHOTOFI ECTRIC CAFTER FIRST INTERACTTQN) 
IF RN4 < USGCO + SGPF5/SGT0) THEN GO TO PES) 
4450 
*MP.. 
4 4 70 
44 80 




BEGTN PAIR PROOUCTinN CALCULATION (AFTER FIRST TNTERACT) 
LAREL ANMNHn»NAHnLB»REHITB»INDFTB»WORKR'SCATAB»EXPPB,NSHnLBJ 











ALFP «• 3.14159265 x RN ) 
BTAP «• 3.14159265 x RN 1 «BTAP TS INSTOE ANGLE 
4590 
4600 
RZ «• R; ZZ «- Z ) 
M «• o ; 
4610 
4620 
SAP «- STN(ALFP)) 
SBP <• S*N (HTAP)J 
CAP *• CnS( ALf P) I 
CB P «• cns(RTftP); 
BHOLA «• APCSTN CRHOL / RZ)J 







K «• 0? 
ALF «• ALFP» 
ALFM <- 1) 
RL <- PZt 7L «• ZZ;  
PL «- -(LN(l-RN)) / .45 J 







PO «• SÖRT (( RHOLxRHÜL) - (RZxRZx SBP*SBP))J 





4 7 90 
4 800 
PLTO 
IF PL < PLTH THEN GO TH NAHÜLB) 
«• PL • (2x PO / SAP); 
NAHOLB« IF PLTO > 0 THFN PL *• °LTOI 
PLH *• PL x SAP)  
Z «-ZZ - (PLxCAH); 
R «• SQRT f(P7xKZ) + ( PLH x PLH ) - CgxRZx PLH xCBP))) 
'Hl 
R > RMAX DR C Z < D _0R 7 > HISTO ) THFN_ 







M «- M + 1 I 
GO TP ANHNUS; 
ENnj 





SGCU «- 0 . 4 3 5 ) 
SGPF *• 0 . 0 1 8 6 ) XRE» 9 / 1 / 6 9 
T G l T ) «• 0 . 4 5 3 6 ) r~REV " 9 / 1 / 6 9 
SA «• SAP) 
SB •• SBPI 







4 970 CB <- CBP) 
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WORKBi RN5 «• RN x SGTOl 4980 
IF~W5~^~~S^Tro~~THETN GO TO SCATABI "" 49 W 





M «• M + 1 j 
TF M>1 THFM GO TU EXPPRI 
5030 
5040 
ALFP «• 3.14159265 - ALFP 1 
BTAP •• BTAP - 3.14159265 : 
5 05t) 
5060 
CAP «• -CAPJ 
SBP «- -SRP; 
5070 
5080 
C8P <• -CBPJ 
ün TU ANHNUB; 
" 5 0 9 0 
5100 
SCATAB.PROR «- PN5 x 5GT0 / SGClJ 
NUMB <• NUMB + i; 
51 10 
5120 
SRHNU «• SOHT(MNU); 5130 
KN(HNU>THFTA)I 5140 
CSTHZ «- COS t THETA / 57 . ?9577951 3 ) I 5TT0 
SNTHZ <• STN ( THETA / 57 . ? 957795 1 3 ) I 5160 
HNUS «- (.511 * ALFM) / (ALFM x (1 - CSTHZ) + 1)) 5170" 
ALFM <• HNUS / .511; 5180 
EE «• HNU - HNUS; 5190 
MT0(R*Z>FF)l _ ^ __________ 5200 
SGC0«-0.7O35bx((U+ALFM)/(AIFMx«LFM))x((2x(l+AL.FM)/(l+2xAlFM))- 5210 
M L N ( H ? » A L F M ) ) / i L r M U •» ( L N ( 1 + 2* AL F M )) / ( 2x AL FM ) - 5220 
C(l+3xALFM)/(cl+?xALrM)x(l+2xALFM)))); 5230 
SGPF *•_ .0^263717 / (HNUS * 2.92); SREV 9/1/69 5240 
sfirn «• SÜCO • SGPEJ 5T5ir 
OA «• ARCCHS( (RxR • PLHxPLH - R L x R L ) / ( 2 x R x p L H ) ) ; 5 2 6 0 
I F OA < 0 THEN OA «- 1 . S 7 0 8 - OA; 5 2 7 0 
FEE7. «• 6 . 3 8 3 1 A 5 3 x R N ; 5 2 8 0 
A* (SNTHZ x S T N T F E T Z T T I 5T9Ö 
B» (SNTHZ x C O S ( F F E Z ) ) ; 5 3 0 0 
SRA«- SGRT ( 1 - ( A X A ) ) ; 5 3 1 0 
E <• ARCSIN ( B / S R A ) ; 5 3 2 0 
F «• (ALF - E ) ; 5330 
G «• (ALF * E)» 5340 
CA «• ((CSTHZ x CA ) + (SNTMZ x SA x
- C T T S T T E T Z T T T T 5350 
ALF <• ARCCOS(CA); 5360 
SA «• SIN (ALF)/ 5370 
BFTA <• ARCSIN (-A / SA)t 5380 
IF A > 0 THEN KOR * "3.14159265359 ELSE KOR * 3.14159265359J 5390 
IF THETA < 90 AND F<0 THFN BETA <• (KQR - B E T A ) ; 5400 
IF THETA < 9T5 Ä¥Ö F > 3.1415926536 THFN BFTA «• (KOR -BETA)I 5410 
TF THETA > 90 ANn (G>0 AND fl<3.14159) THFN BE T A» (KQR-BFT A ) » 5420 
BETA * BFTA + SING x OAJ 5 4 30 
IF BFTA < -3.14159 THFN BETA «• (6.2832 + DFTA) ELSE 5440 
IF HETA > 3.14159 THEN BETA «• -(6.283? • RETA)j 5450 
BITA » 3,14159 - ABS (BETA); 5460 
CB • cnS (RITA); SB «• sIN (BITASI 5T7TT 
IF RFTA < 0 THEN SING «• (-1) ELSE STNfi *• + 1; 5480 
PL «- -(LN(1 - RN)) / SGTI.; S490 
P L T O <- o; Q 5500 
BHOL «- APCSIN(HHGL / R ) ; 5510 
I F enni, < B I T A T H E N G O T O N S H O L B I 5520 
pn «- < ; Ö « T ( ( R H O L X R H Ü L ) - ( R X R x S B X S B ) ) ; 
PLTH <• ((9xCB - PH) / SA)>  
IF PL < PLTH THEN GO Tn NSHOLBI 
PLTO «• PL + (2XPQ/SA);  
NSHOLBJ IF PLTO > 0 THEN PL «• PLTO» 5570 
PLH «• PLxSA; 55.8 0 
RL «-R I ZL «• Z; 5590 
7. *• 1 - (PLxCA); 5600 
R «• SORT(( RxR) + (PLHxPLH) - (2xRxPLHxC B) ) I 5610 
HNU «• HNHSI 5620 
N «• N+ll 5630 
GO TO RFHITBI 5640 
EXPPBi* F n OF PAIR PRODUCTIOM CALCUI.ATION 5
ENPI 6
r,0 TO NUHNUI 5670 
5AA0 
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%%*%%%%%%% RECORD PHOTHELFCTRIC EVENT (AFTER FIRST TNTERACTTON "5690 
57TI0 
PESl 571° 
PETn_*_l)_ ;_ 5720 
EE «- HNU) 5730 
MTn(R.Z>Fr)> : 5_I_0_ 
r,Q Tn N U H N U ; 5 7 5 0 
5760 
%%*%%%%%%% COMPTON INTERAr.TION CALCULATIDN (AFTER FIRST TNTERACTION 5770 
5780 
COMPTN: 5790 
NIJMB *• NU"B + 1) 5800 
5810 
%%%%*%%%% SELECT SCATTER ANGI.F» CALC NEW CROSS SECTTQNS 5_82 0_ 
5830 
PROB <• RNA x SÜTü / SGCO) . ___ 5800 
SRHNU <- SORT(HNU)) 5850 
KN(HNi)>THFTA); 5860 
CSTHZ «• CHS ( THETA / 57.295779513)1 5870 
SNTHZ «- SIN ( THETA / 57.295 7 79513) ) 5880 HNUS * HNUJ 5890 
HNU «• (.511 x ALFM) / (ALFM x (1 - CSTHZ) + 1)) 5900 
EE «• HNUS - HNU; 5910 
MTO(R>Z>FF)) 5920 
ALFM «- HNU / . 5 1 U 5930 
SGC0<-0.70 355x(((l+ALFM)/(AlFMxALFM))x((2x(l»ALFM)/(l + 2xAIFM))- 5900 
( (LN( l+2xALFM))/ALFMn + ( (_N( 1 +2x ALFM ))/( 2x ALFM ) - 5950 
((l+3xALFH)/((l+?xALFM)x(l+2xALFM))))J 5?60_ 
SGPF *• .00263717 / (HNU * 2.92)» XREV 9/1/69 5970 
IF HNU < 1.02 TUEN SGPP <- 0 ELSE SGPP «• 0.0ll97x(HNU - 1.02)) 5980 
SGTO +• SGCO + SGPE + SGPP) 5990 
FFFZ «• 6.28318S3 x RN) 6000 
PLH *• PL x SA J 6010 
OA «- ARCCHS(( KXR + PLHxpLH - RZxPZ) / (2 x R x PLH) )) 6020 
IF OA < 0 THF.N OA «• 1.5708 - OA) 6030 
______ 6000 
%%%%%%%%% COOPDINATF TRANSFnRMATIHN 6050 
______ . 6060 
A«- (SNTHZ x SIN(FFEZ))) 6070 
B<- (SMTH7 x COS(FEEZ))) 6080 
SRA«- SORT (1- (AxA))) 6090 
E «• ARrSIN ( 8 / SRA)) 61 00 
F «- (ALF - F )) 6110 
G «• (ALF + F)) _ _ 6120 
CA «• ((CSTHZ xcA ) + (SNTMZ X SA X COS(FEEZ)))) 6130 
ALF <• ARCCOS(CA)) 6100 
SA *• SIN (ALF)) 
BETA «• ARCSIN (-A / SA)J 
6150 
6160 
IF A > 0 THEN KOR •• -3.10 159265 359 ELSE KOR «• 3.10159265 359) 
IF THFTA < 90 ANO F<0 THEN BETA «• (KOR -RETA)) 
6170 
6180 
IF THETA < 90 AND F > 3.1415926536 THEN BETA «• (KOR -BFTA)) 
IF THETA > 90 ANO (G>0 ÄND G<3.14159) THEN 8ETA*(KOR-BFTA ) ) 
6190 
6200 
BETA «• 3FTA • SING x OA) 6210 
IF PFTA < -3.10159 THEN BETA «- (6.2832 • RETA) ELSE 6220 
~~ TT flTTA > 3.U15«""THEN *ETA «• -TT.2B32 - R E T A H " 62T0 
BITA <• 3.10159 - ABS(BETA)) 6200 
CB *• COS(BITA)) SB «- SIN (RITA)) 6250 
IF PETA < 0 THEN SING •• (-1 ) ELSE SING *• +1) 6260 
GO TO NUHIT) 6270 
6 28 0 
13h 









NUSTO «• NUSTO • PEZTHJ 6340 
NTOTL *• NUSTO x (1/(1 - MTF1 - MFTO))J 
NUSTO * NUSTO - EZITJ 
6350 
6360 
PASS «• F? TT • NTOTL x MTFW 











WHI TEfDMWnCPAGEI5 J 








REAO (MTFI.»1023»AF[*]) t 
6470 
6480 












1,836130 .TbO l.bbO 1.600 l.flOO 100 65=10 
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INCIDENT ENERGYCMEV)' 0,320080 
SQURCE TP DETECTOR DISTANCECCM)' I ,600 
RHULE(CM)» 0.350 RMAX(CM)! 1.550 
DETECTOR TH TCKNESS ( CM )J 1 ,800 
NUMBER INTERACTING IN DETECTOR 12393 
NUMtiER PASSING THROUGH DETECTÜR 63640 
NUMBER UF PHOTOELECTRIC FlRST EVENTS = 5558 
NUMBER ESCAPING A F T E R ONE CCJMPTON EVENT 19432 
AVERAGE ENERGY LUSS FOR ONE COMHTON ONLY CMEv) = 0,080211 
NUMöER INTERACTING TWU OR MORE TIMES 17403 
NUMBER PASSING THRUUGH HOLE 2016 
NUMBER OUTSIDE DETECTOR SOLID ANGLE s 658^10 































0.016673 SETS OF EACH 102U-SET 
2 . 2 9 9 \ 9 1 
2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 . 1 7 1 3 7 5 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BLOCK FROM TAPE) 
. 3 3 2 5 6 9 
. 2 6 1 0 1 6 
2 . 7 5 7 2 2 1 
? . 7 7 1 1 6 7 
0 . 132524 
0 . 0 0 5 4 5 1 
10 1 . 2 7 8 2 6 5 
, ^ ? 7 S Q 
2 . 7 6 9 1 5 5 



































4 2 1 9 2 
1 6 1 7 8 
2 5 8 9 3 
PJ10JLQ_ 
4 6 9 1 1 





























•J c n n a r\ 
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Listing of Program "DCTAL" (Reads Output Tape from "DC3") 
«COMPILF XXXXXYX/OCTAL ALGOL . 0 1 E 6 0 0 9 0 4 WALKFR 0 M 0 
* P « n C E S S = 0 3 0 J -1(1 = 0 3 0 10 
SCOMMENT TAPE TAPE I N " P D 6 6 2 9 " # 8 8 0 20 
« D A T A . 30 
B F G I N 40 
5 0 
%%%%%%%%%% ÜECLARATTONS 60 
70 
F I L E I N KRO ( 2 , 1 " ) J " 0 
FTLE OUT DMWO 1 5 ( 2 . 1 5 ) ; 90 
F I L E I N M T F L 2 " P D 6 6 2 9 " ( 2 , 1 0 2 3 » 1 0 2 1 ) » 100 
R r « L H N U 7 . R H 0 ! E .RM AX . D , T H I K>fTL AO , n i A I , DL BT .DLRO »EE A ,EE B ) 110 
REAL G A U S I T . P 0 . P 1 . P 2 > P 3 . P4 » P5» COllNT s > 120 
REAL A L O W » A U ^ . H I O W . ß U P ) 130 
INTEGER N U S T O . K E V C H . A O R E S . L A S C M . I « . J . K . L I 140 
INTEGFR SA» SB» l ^ O 
INTEGER A M P . R M P ; 160 
INTEGER A l » G * t . G R 1 . F A 1 . F H U 170 
SAVF i N T E G f R ARRAY S P E C A » S P E C R , S P E C T [ 0 : 1 0 2 ? ] ; 180 
SAVE INTEGER ARRAY E A D T S » E«D I S » F AD T S » FRO l S f 0 160 1 I 190 
SAVF INTEGFR APRAY N O D T S I 0 : 2 0 11 2 0 0 
SA«E TNTFf iFR • A-WRAY üSPC C C 0 11 n?-> 1 > 2 1 0 
SAVE INTEGFR AnRAY MPAR[0 : 3 0 , 0 i 3 0 ] i 2 2 0 
SAVE R f A l +RRAW E L O S S C O t 6 0 1 ; 2 3 0 
SAVE REAL ARRAY AR . AZ . AEL0 l 1 0 ? ? 1J 2 4 0 
LA«EL A R R I N » T * L L Y » T E L L Y . R E S T T J 2 5 0 
LAREL E X I T J 2 6 0 
L A * E L - R T m i M I 2 7 0 
S CARD 
* $ A A 1 0 & 0 
WRITF C F I L f n ü L 1 . 1 5 » A [ * ] ) f % 1 6 4 0 0 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
$ CARD L I S T 
LTST T D t E t T R K > 0 S7FP 1 UNTTL 39 nn E L O S S T K n » 2 8 0 
L I S T NDCEOR K •• 0 STEP 1 UNTy l 19 00 N O D I S T K ] ) ? 2 9 0 
L I S T LSPCACKVFOR L • 0 STEP 1 U N T t L 9 DO S P E C A r K + L l ) l 3 0 0 
L I S T LSPCRCK.TOP L * 0 STEP 1 UNTTL 9 DO S P E C B [ K * L ) >» 3 1 0 
L I S T L S P C T t l O r O R L * 0 STEP I U N T U . 9 DO S P F C T r K + L ! ) I 3 2 0 
L I S T L S P C G f K . F O R L <• 0 STEP 1 l l N T I L 9 DO G S P F C f K + L ] ) » 3 3 0 
L I S T L W P A B T f r . F T i R - l . * 0 STEP 1 tTNTTL ?4 0 0 MPA Rf K" 1 » L I ) ) 3 4 0 
FORMAT 3 5 0 
F M A T 5 R T 0 , 7 S » T 6 ) > 360 
FMRC/."TNCIDENT £NERGY(MEV)3 "»R10.6.X10»"RHOLE(CM)= ">R7.3»XlO* 370 
"TfMAXtCHTa W»R7.3»//»"*0T!RCE TO DETECTOR DTST ANCE (CM) a ", 380 
R7.3.XlO."DETECTOR THICKNFSS(CM )= ".R7.3), 390 
FMCC/.w'>TMTMSTONS FOR DEAD L.AYFP ROUNDART FS(CM) = "> 4Rt ? . 3 . //» 400 
"KEV PER CHANNEL EOR SPECTRA = "»13). 410 
FttD(/»"NUMBER OF PHOTONS SCATTERT^G TWO OR MORE TIMES = "»T8). 420 
FMECSCATTERING NUMRFR DISTRIBUTION". /» 10110. /. 1 0 I 1 0 )# a30 
FMFC"5PECTRUM FOR A-HALF OF DETTCTOR"./). 440 
FMr,( I5.5H0. X5.5110), 450 
EMflC^PTCTRUH FOR B-HALE OE nFTrCTOR"»/T» 460 
FMI("SPECTRIIM FOR DUÜDE OPERATION OF DETECTOR"./). 470 
EHjCTixSTRT^UTTnN OE EVENTS VS TNTRGY TN A AND B , 50 KFV / GROUP"» 480 
/."ENFRGY(MEV)"»X25."G0OD EVENTS".X42."RAD EVENTS"»t> X32*"AH.X19. 490 
WB'',X?9."/^".X19,"B',^, 500 
FMK(R7.3.X?O.T10.Xl0.n0.y2O»no»xl0.n0./. 510 
X27,T10.X10» I10.X?n.T10.X10.T10,/)l 570 
FORMAT FML(7R10.ft). 530 
FMSC//.MWTNnOW SETTINGS IN MEV» A » ".2R7.3," B * ".2R7.3/)» 540 
FMR(/,X10.2514). 550 
FWQ(/»T5,X5.25T4 ). 560 
FMP(/,"GnOD FIRST EVENTS IN A.R « ".2T8.X10. 570 
"BAD-fTR-ST -F-VEMTS- IN AvR s W»2I8)» 580 
FMO(////"AVFRA(;E ENERGY l.OSS PER SCATTER / NliMßER OE EVENTS"» 590 
/VOR10.6r-/-iW1ü«6,//10tiO»/10TlO). 6 00 
FMN(//// " RUN TERMINATED BY PARITY HTT ERROR" ////)» 610 
FMM("SP^CTRttM FOR DUODE WITH RESOLUTION FWHMs ",R7.2»/)J 620 
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6 3 0 
%%**%%%%%% BF f iTNNING HF C 0 M P I I T A T I 0 N 6 4 0 
650 
W R T T F c n M w n [ N m » < M M > ) ; 6 6 0 
670 
%%%tt%%%f% READ CARn TMPUT DATA 680 
690 
RFAn (KRn»rMA*MNIJ7»RHOL.E'RMAX#n»THTK*NU$Tr)> T E X I T ] ! 700 
READ ( KRn,FML»GA(JSTT»PO»Pl »P?»P3»P4.P5)>' 710 
RFAD (KR0#FMA#«Lf1W. AÜP. HLOH» RllP ) TFXTTlf 720 
RERlJMl 730 
RFAO (KRn»FMA>nLAO.DLAT»PLBI»OLBO>»*EVCH) E F X T T ) ; 710 
BEGIN 750 
760 
%%*%%%%%%% IMTTILIZE ALL ARRAY ELEMENTS TD 7FRH 770 
780 
J «- L «• Ol 790 
AI «• 0A1 «-GB1 «-FA1 •• FR1 «• Ol 800 
FOR I «- 0 STEP 1 UNTII. 102? DO 810 
REftJN «20 
S P E C A T . ! ] «- S P F C B C I ] «• s P F C T r n * G S P E c m «• o ; 8 3 0 
ARt 11 «• A?[ I 1 «• AEt n «• Ol 840 
ENOJ 850 
FHR 1 «- 0 STEP 1 UNTI1 60 DG 860 
EAnisrn «- F R n i s m «- FAnTsrn «• FRnisrn * o; 870 
FOR T • 0 STEP "t UNTIL ?0 00 880 
Nomsr 11 «- o; 890 
FOR K " «• 0 STEP 1 UNTTL 25 PO 900 
FOR T «• 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 25 00 910 
RPAft[K»tl «- OJ 920 
ARRINJ 930 
940 
**SS3S%**?3: READ ONE RECPSD BLOCK FROM TAPE (1024 DATA SFTS) 950 
" " 960 
RFAnCMTrL»1023»AR[*3 ) fTALLY i TELLY) \ 970 
REAnCMTrLM023»A7[*]) r T ALL *1 TEIL Y ] I 980 
REAO(MTFL>1023»AE[*]) [TALLYtTELLY3I 990 
FOR I «- Ü -STEP 1 tmTTI. 102? DD 1000 
1010 
%%rtt%%%r-% TEST FOR FKF) OF A SEQUtMCF 1020 
1030 
B F M N 1040 
IF AR[I1 < 0 THFN 1050 
BFfiTN 1060 
J «- J • 1 5 1070 
A"DRES «-ETA x lOOO/KEVCH; 1080 
N O D T sr Azr T j ] «• N o n i s u / r n i + i> 1090 
1100 
%%*%%%%%%% CYFS) TEST FOR CÜ1 WCT0EMCE» (YFs) RECORD DATA TN ARRAYS 1110 
1120 
IF (SA + SR) < 2 THEN 1130 
r,0 TD RFSFTJ 1140 
IF EEA < ALnw OR EER < HLOW TUE*' 1150 
GO TL) RFSFT; 1160 
IF EFA > AlIP OR EER > BUP THFN 1170 
GO TU RESET; 118fl 
AMP <- ADRFS x .032; 1190 
SPECAf At)Rrs3 •• SPECAIADRFS] + 11 1200 
ADRFS «• FrH x 1000/KEVCHJ 1210 
ÖMP * ADRFS x .0321 \2?0 
SPECörADRrsl «• SPFCHCADRFS] + II 1230 
MPARfAMP»»MP] «• MPARC AMP,BMP] + II 1240 
AÖRES *• (FEA «• EER)x lOOO/KEVCHI 1250 
SPECTfAnPFSl • SPECTtADRFS] + II 1260 
I F ( E E A + E F B ) > ( H N U Z - . 0 0 1 ) T H F N 1270 
BEGTN ,?fl0 
AORES *• EMTIER(EEA/.0S0) I 1290 
EADiSf Af>Rrsr * EAOISl ADRFS) • II 1300 
ADRFS «• EMTIERCEEB/.050) 5 1310 
E B m S f ADRFS 1 *• EttrilSf ADRFS) • II 1320 
IF AI = 1 TMEN ^M «• GA1 • 1 1330 
ELSE G-Rl «• GR1 • 1 I 130O 




AORTS•• * F M T T F R ( E 1 : A / . 0 5 0 ) I 1380 
F A D T S rADRFS3 <- F A O I S L A D R F S ] + M 1390 
AORF^S «• FMT!CR(Ern/.0«>0)l 1400 
FB[1TSr AORFS] • FB O I S f A D R F S ] + II 1410 
IF AI = 1 TMFM FAl «• FA1 + 1 1420 
FLSE FR1 «• FP1 + l; 1430 
ENI» 1440 
RESETt 1450 
5TA «• ffl f t F » «• FFH «• Ol 1460 
L • Ol 1470 
AI «• ftf •- - • 1 480 
ENH 1490 
EL*F 1500 
BEO TN 1510 
1520 
«S***?*!*** CNR) CATALOG STNGL"7 INTERACTION PER INPUT SPFC T FI C A T I ONS 1530 
1540 
L «- L + 1 » 1550 
ELQSSTLT «- F L O S S I M • AFTTJI 1560 
ELOSS T|_ + 201 • ELUSSIL • 201 + II 1570 
TF ART Tl"->' HL-Aft AND A R I T K nLAI THEN 1580 
BEC,IN 1590 
FEA •••-Fr« •-• AFEIJt 1600 
SA • 11 1610 
!F L = t THrir AI «• II 1620 
END 1630 
ELSTT "" 1640 
IF ARII1 > nLRI AND A K f T K OLRO TMFN 1650 
BTHTN 1660 
FEB • FFB + AF[ U J 1670 




GO TO ARR1NI 1720 
TELLYi W R T T F f D M W O ^ F M N ) ; 1730 
TAIL*! 1740 
1750 
%%t*%%t%*r WRITE SUMMA9Y nr TABULATFD OATA 1760 
1770 
R F W r i D C M T F D J 17S0 
WRITFCDMwO#FMB»HNlUZ»RHni . .F»RMAX»D#THTK) l 1 7 9 0 
~ W R l T F t n M W n , F M C » r T L A n » D L A T . O L R T » 0 L B a » X F V C H U 1 « 0 0 
H R I T F ( D ^ r t n , F M D ^ J ) ) 1 8 1 0 
WRTTF(OM-WO-*-F-Mf»»-QA-1» f i f r l »"FA 1 > FR 1 ) * 1 8 2 0 
WRTTE ( D M W O , F M S , A L O w » A U P > B L O W , R U P ) I 1 8 3 0 
WRirE(Trwwfl-i.-FMt>ND5 J lflöO 
FOR T «- 1 STEP 1 U N T I L ?0 PO 1 8 5 0 
F L f l S f C T I * E L f J S S C I l / f E L n S S n + 2 0 1 + . 0 0 1 ) 1 1 8 6 0 
W R l T E ( n M W n , F M 0 > F Ü > 5 1 8 7 0 
WRITECD^WO t P A G F ] ) ) 1 8 8 0 
I ASCH * ( 1 0 + HNIJZ x 1 0 0 0 / K E V C H ) ! 1 8 9 0 
WRrTECn^Wn.FMF)! 1900 
FOR K «• 0 STEP 10 UNT Tl. LASCH 00 1 9 1 0 
W R I T F T t ) M w n . F M G / > L S P C A ) ; 1 9 2 0 
WRITECDMWH [ P A G E ] ) ; 1 9 3 0 
WRlTFTD M T<n>FWH) I 1 9 4 0 
FOR K • 0 STEP 10 U N T I L LASCH DO 1 9 5 0 
W R I T F ( f H W n > r M Q » L S P C f i > l 1 9 6 0 
WRITECn^wO [ P A G E ] ) ) 1 9 7 0 
W f f I T E C D M w n , F M l ) l 1 9 8 0 
FOR K • 0 STEP 10 U N T I L LASTH DO 1 9 9 0 
W R I T F t 0 ^ w n » F M S > L S P C T ) | ? 0 0 0 
I F CAIISTT > 0 THEN 2 0 1 0 
onon 
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%%%%%%%%%% APPLY EMERGY RESOLUTION TO SPFCTRA 
BEG IN 











C S P F C H 1 + 31 
(SPFCTtT+'M 
S P F C T t I - 1 1 ) 
S°ECTr T-21) 
S pFrTf T-31) 
S^ECTCT-«1) 
x ISPECT[J+51 + SPECTCI-51) J 













FÜR K «• 
WWTT 
HRTT 
E X t T J 
ENOI 
TIMM COM 






E(f)M-wn f PAQE3 >> 
E(D«rtO»FMM»GAUSTT ) } 
0 STEP 10 UNTIL LASCH DI 
E(D'"<wn#FMGM.SPC<i) t 
FCOMwn rPAGF ] 3I 
E(0'*WO*FI4J> J 
*• o STFP ? UNTIL (HNII7 x 20.1) HO 
r)Hwrv»FMK'(Kx.05).FAr»ISf K ] » EHH I S f K 1 * F A 0 I S C K I » FBO T S T K 1 . 
S[K + n,rüDTsrK + l]»FAr>ISrK + n.FR0TSCK4-m; 
WRITE (OMWO [PAGE]): 
25 STTP -1 UNTIL 1 00 
E(B*irtf»>TNiQ»t MPAfl 1t 
F C DMnn.FM9.F0R I. * 1 STFP 1 UNTIL 25 00 Li; 
wRlTECDMwn [PAGFni 
GH Tu RFRUN; 
wo, nix 
RAM , 
.10000 0 2.? 1.0 
,Sö8 .207 .on9 
10.0 .000 10.0 













































Sample of Output from Program "DCTAL" 
INC IDEMT E N E R G Y ( M F v ) = 0 . 6 6 1 6 3 5 RHULECCM)« 0 , 0 0 0 RMAX(CM)= 2 . 2 Ü 0 
SÜUHcE TO D E T E r T 0 P Dl STANCE(CM 5= 1 . 0 0 0 DETECTÜR T H l C K N E S S ( T M ) « 4 , 0 0 0 
DlMENSIOMS FOR 0 F « 0 t-AYER 9 n U # ü * R I E 5 ^ e + H * 0 . 1 0 0 1 . 3 0 0 1 . 4 0 0 2 , 1 7 0 
KEV PER CHANNEL FnR SpfCTKA s 2 
NUMBER OF PHOTONS SC A TTER1NG T W U UR MURE T IMES s 1 5 7 9 1 
GOOD F I R S T EVENTS TN * » B » 1377 9 1 3 BAO F I R S T EVENTS I N A , d t 2 2 4 5 b f 9 
WINDOW SETTTNGS I"' MEV: A S 
SCATTERING N U M P E R D I S T R I B U T I O N 
- " 7 8 1 9 21 78 
0 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 











AVERAGF FNERGY LOSS PFp StATTER / NUMBER U F EVENTS 
n ' n ^ ? 2 5 Z'Zillll S ' ^ 1 ^ O.lö»l30 0.0*6020 0. 0«6300 O.OÜ3061 0-001796 0.0MÖ< 
0 . 0 5 2 1 6 2 O . o o n o o o 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 O.OOOOI 
n 1570p 15792 8319 «0y3 172Ö 631 19V 









mir DF ^ u U T i v
v
E
s M s N E R G Y IN A A-n e 
84 8 







































95 14^ M l 
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15 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 Ü 0 0 0 0 ü 0 0 
14 0 n 0 U 0 0 0 ü U 0 0 0 u 0 0 
13 0 n 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 u u 0 
12 0 n 0 U 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 u 0 0 
11 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
10 2 15 68 0 0 0 u ü 0 0 0 0 u ü 0 
9 27 1" 95 19* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
8 61 5" 19 123 152 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
7 61 8« 58 22 116 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
6 42 83 64 t\f 12 9 2 155 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
5 32 63 45 56 43 10 152 218 0 0 0 Ü u u 0 
4 42 47 43 40 54 42 L2 249 244 0 0 0 u 0 0 
3 24 43 56 61 51 47 43 33 136 126 0 0 (J 0 0 
2 t5 3" 48 H 57 44 69 81 38 66 79 0 ü 0 0 
1 10 H 16 25 20 21 45 72 34 4 55 6 u 0 0 
1 7 3 4 5 6 7 ö 9 i 0 n 1 2 l i [n l b j 
IUI 
S P E C T R U M FOR A - H A I F OF D E I E C T O R 
0 13 2b 
i8 17 21 i ; 2 0 30 21 
40 23 28 
50 12 16 
n iü ?? go 2? 2£ 90 1<5 2^ 
100 30 3b 
118 12 25 
130 12 1« 
1*0 
1*0 'S 14 20 
160 27 
!» l£o n 180 n 12 190 
200 u 17 is 11 210 19 
220 21 15 
23o IS 8 
24 0 lo 10 
25o Ä 9 
26o 7 10 
2£o 7 10 28o 1 1 
29 0 ? 1 







330 n 1 34 0 0 0 
23 
22 11 2§ 
?5 18 ?i 12 18 
IT 
20 •'? 229 
ü' 25 • 9 IS 
21 
23 n §1 36 35 18 n » 24 21 28 
22 16 18 
20 ?5 24 
16 18 11 
22 13 21 
17 22 16 
14 17 1$ 
17 ?7 17 
24 \7 25 
1« 15 13 
12 1 1 12 
15 1 1 11 
10 7 10 
6 13 6 
b 6 3 
1 5 1 
2 0 1 
0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
22 31 Ü4 \% 26 25 16 
16 2U 16 21 
21 20 17 19 
16 
16 i? !? li 
24 20 26 21 
2<» W 27 \\ 2? 2i 24 34 40 27 
27 24 33 27 
?$ gg \\ SS 
27 IV 19 21 
1! H 11 1? 17 10 
\\ 15 12 14 20 
H 16 19 16 
li \) !> IS i3 12 16 
»? 10 4 18 '« 
1« U 15 16 
7 1 lö 11 
10 J 17 4 
3 3 1 2 
0 3 1 1 
0 U 1 1 0 1 0 
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n 1? » 1 
13 16 












22 27 22 19 20 
16 31 31 24 13 12. Ü 31 23 26 »t 12 17 14 1» 11 lö 19 
\°7 21 12 21 24 15 20 28 ?> 14 3 23 19 24 1° 19 17 2 7 27 lS -̂  20 17 22 1? 25 14 14 23 17 22 23 19 14 
17 13 15 19 19 
l2 10 12 16 10 
IS 15 22 22 H 11 
17° 14 12 9 17 18 16 20 
U 15 15 15 











6 ö b 13 4 
7 6 b 
4 e 6 / 4 3 4 3 b 4 0 
j 5 5 3 4 4 l 
3 <: 5 b 4 D u 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 
*s<*»IVJ>-»0<!03-^OtJl^U>fO»-0 « O N O > U » UJl\3i-»000=-NOU1-&lulV3>-' O 
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APPENDIX II 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The Instrumentation 
The specific Instrumentation used for the sum-coincidence and 
two-parameter experiments is listed in Table 19, and a photograph of 
all Instrumentation is given in Figure kk. This Information is pro-
vided so that any portion of the research described in this thesis may 
be reexamined at any future time. 
Operation of the Sum-Coincidence System 
Several factors are observed to be of importance for effective 
sum-coincidence Operation of the electronics System. The linear Signals 
into the sum amplifier must not only be carefully balanced for zero 
setting and gain, but the Signals must have very nearly the same wave-
shape. If the waveshapes are dissimilar, the "waveform of the sum Sig-
nal will vary according to the fractional component of each input Signal, 
and error may be introduced into the pulse height analysis. For leading-
edge triggering of the Single Channel analyzers, the risetime of the 
pulses from each amplifier must also be matched to preserve the coinci-
dence overlap. 
System timing is observed to be very critical for assuring that 
each true coincidence is registered and yet that System resolution and 
counting rate are not degraded. It was necessary to measure the Signal 
transit time, triggering level, and pulse rise and fall times for each 
Ikk 
Table 19. Instruments Used in the Sum-Coincidence Spectrometer System 
Instrument Manufacturer Model No, Serial No. 
Detector Emory University scs #3 
Preamp "A" Canberra 1̂ +08 A / B 689^1 
Preamp "ß" Tennelec TC-135 2 
Amplifier "A" Ortec i+85 328 
Amplifier " B " Ortec U85 379 
SCA "A" Canberra 1^35 5829O 
SCA "B" Canberra 1^35 58289 
Coincidence Gate Nuclear Chicago 27351 51 
Gate & Delay Generator Ortec i+16 kl2 
Sum Amplifier Ortec 3̂3 137 
Delay Amplifier Ortec ^27 323 
MultiChannel Analyzer Nuclear Data ND2200 6U16 
HV Supply (dual) Ortec 1+28 3̂ 1 
Wim Bin Supply Tennelec TB-1 68 
Nim Bin Supply Hamner NR8kA 706012 2AS 
Teletype Teletype Corp. 33 TU 
Pulser Tennelec TC800 3̂ 
Oscilloscope Tektronik 555 9110 
Two-Parameter Equipment 
Pulse Height Anal. A 




Data Output Unit 
Display Scope 
TMC 210B ARC 26 
TMC 210B ARC 27 







electronic module in order to "fine tune" the System for stable sum-
coincidence Performance with minimum FWHM resolution. 
Initial measurements of resolution of the separate detector sec-
tions versus bias voltage, counting rate, and wave shaping time constants 
were made using Hewlett-Packard 55Ö2-A and Canberra ikYJ spectroscopy 
amplifiers. Detector bias voltages of 800 volts, with leakage currents 
of approximately one to three nanoamperes, were selected as giving 
suitable Charge collection time in the detectors, while at the same time 
remaining within the ten nanoampere leakage current limit of the preampli 
fiers. The pulse shaping studies showed that time constants of greater 
than about three microseconds did not appreciably improve the System 
resolution. 
Because of the pulse shape problem mentioned earlier, the use of 
identical Ortec M35 general purpose amplifiers was observed to give 
better sum-coincidence System Performance than did use of the two higher 
quality spectroscopy amplifiers. The lack of fine-gain control on the 
Ortec U85 amplifiers was overcome by precise balancing of the "AM and "B" 
Signals with the fine balance control on the summing amplifier. For 
sum-coincidence work, the Ortec U85 amplifiers were operated in the uni-
polar pulse mode with an Output pulse having a maximum at 2.3 micro-
seconds and a pulse duration of approximately 7*0 microseconds. 
Both leading-edge and crossover timing from the amplifier Output 
pulse by the Single Channel analyzers were evaluated. For crossover 
timing, a bipolar amplifier Output pulse with zero crossing at 3*3 micro-
seconds was used. Timing jitter between "A" and MB" Signals from the SCA 
modules was observed to be less for leading-edge timing, therefore this 
1̂ 7 
timing method was selected. The rise time control on the SCA was in-
creased until a stable, Single Output pulse was obtained for each pulse 
from the amplifier. This risetime adjustment corresponded to a 3*5 
microsecond minimum delay time in the SCA. The 1.0 microsecond wide 
Output pulses from the MA" and "B" SCA modules were matched for maximum 
time overlap by using the adjustable 1000 nanosecond time delay of the 
SCA. The total pulse transit and delay time for the linear and logic 
Signals up to the linear gate was approximately h.^ microseconds and 
the gate Signal pulse width was an additional 5-3 microseconds. The 
gate pulse was timed to open the gate about 250 nanoseconds before the 
arrival of the linear signal to prevent the leading edge of the pulse 
from being cut off by time jitter of the Output pulse from the coinci-
dence unit. Gate pulse widths of greater than 6 microseconds caused a 
deterioration of resolution for sum-coincidence Operation of the System. 
Calibration of the energy discriminator settings for the SCA's 
was accomplished by first setting the pulser signal to coincide with 
detector Output for a known energy component. The waveforms of the 
amplifier and the SCA Output pulses for the calibrated pulser signal 
input were then displayed on the dual beam oscilloscope, with the SCA 
Output triggering both beams. As the discriminator level was adjusted 
through the pulser energy level, both oscilloscope traces disappeared, 
thus associating a known energy with a dial setting on the SCA. The 
calibration procedure was repeated each time the gain of either ampli-
fier was adjusted. 
For comparing actual and computed Performance of the SCS System, 
it is essential that every coincident event be recorded without fail by 
lkS 
the experimental System, since the Computer model cannot account for 
events lost in the electronics System. Proper Operation of the coinci-
dence circuitry was checked by displaying the coincidence module Output 
on one oseilloscope beam and the sum of the Outputs from the nA" and "B" 
SCA modules on the other beam. When triggering the oscilloscope on the 
coincidence Output, the presence of overlapping "A" and "B" Signals only 
indicated true coincidences were being observed. When triggering on 
overlapping SCA pulses only, the presence of the coincidence pulse trace 
with no "baseline" traces indicated that each coincident pulse pair into 
the coincidence module was producing an Output pulse. Stable Performance 
could be achieved by adjusting the pulse delay time in the SCA units and 
the permissible overlap time in the coincidence module. 
Typical spectra recorded with detector SCS #3 &re given in Figures 
k-5 through kd. Both sum-only and sum-coincidence spectra are given for 
four isotopes: chromium-51, cesium-137^ cobalt-60, and yttrium-88. The 
effect of lower-level energy discriminator settings for the sum-coincidence 
mode may be seen from the plots. 
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Figure ^5. Sum-Coincidence and Sum-Only Energy Spectra for Cr as Taken with Detector SCS #3 
(̂ 000 second live-time count) 
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Figure k6. Sum-Coincidence and Sum-Only Energy Spectra for Cs as Taken with Detector SCS #3 
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